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DUBILIER FOR
STAUNCH RESISTANCES

DUMETOHMS

-25, 5, r, 1'5, 2, 3, 4. 5 and ro Megohms. Other
Higher Values specially to
order ..

EACH2/6

HOLDERS

EACH

(Horizontal or Vertical) .. 1

DUWIROHMS

io,000 trr roo,000 ohms 5,'-
150,ono and 200,000 ohms 8 -

Holder ..

250,000 ohms ..
300,000 ohms ..

16

RESISTORS
Any standard \ :due 1 /-

EACH
Holder (Horizontal

/-

.. 9 9

.. 11,6

or Vertical) EACH

" TOREADOR SCREEN - GRID FOUR."
This set incorporates the latest
developments in Receiver design-lull
constructional details free on request.

/-

DUBILIER
RESISTANCES

If unobtainable from your
dealer, write direct to
us, giving his name and
address.

Advt. of Dukilier Condenser
Co. (1925), Ltd., DttC0)3
Works, Victoria Road,
N. Ade" LertAlV.3.

t291R

Lotus Dual Wave &Is.
15/.. 16/6. 2111.

OUR set will do
all that the de-

signer claims for it
if you use Lotus
Components.
Every Lotus unit
you use is a sturdy,
accurate link to-
wards perfection.
The best bakelite,
the best metals and
the best British
workmanship go
into every Lotus
Component and
every one is severely
tested before it
comes to you.
When you buy your
components ask for
Lotus Components
and ensure your
set's success.

Lotus rotor Wokler,

Lotus Remote Controls,
Irma 307- for 2 rooms.

Lotus Variable Contletistsss
Iron, 5/,

From all radio dealers.
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Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Liverpool

Carden
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Universal.
Output

Transformer

" G"
Power Transformer

Among the wide range of rigorously
tested Marconiphone Transformers
there are models to suit the needs of
every constructor.
Mareoniphone Universal Output Transformer.-
Designed for use between the loud speaker and
the last valve in a receiver. Its tapped primary
and secondary windings enable the impedances of
these to be balanced so as to obtain maximum
volume and purity. The primary winding is
centre -tapped, and the whole matches a Pentode

valve. The secondary is tapped at approximately one-third.
The smaller section matches loud speakers of 500-750 ohms,
the larger is used for .those of 750-1,50o ohms, and the whOle
is for the standard resistance of 2,000 ohms. Almost any
input and output conditions may thus be carefully matched
for improved volume and quality. Price 20/-.

Models
"L" and " M"

Mareoniphone Power Transformer, Model " G."-For
High Voltage Power Stage. The advent of the moving
coil speaker has created a need for the high power out-.
put stage, and Marconiphone Power Transformers
Models G " and " H" are designed for use in con-
junction with Marconi 1.1.8 and L.S.5 or L.S.5a valves
to meet this demand. There are three secondary windings-H.T., U.8
filament, and L.T. windings. Two models are available, the primary
windings being tapped for varying voltages in each case.

Model " G " for 200-250 v. mains .. Price, either model,
Model " H " for roo-125 v. mains ..

1

£2 15s. Od.
Marconiphone New Power Transformer.-Models " L " and " M " for
A.C. valves. These models have no less than five separate and distinct
windings and will supply both H.T. and L.T. froM A.C. mains to Marconi
Indirectly and Directly Heated Cathode Valves, thus forming the
foundation of all mains drive receivers.

Model " L " for 200-250 v. A.C. 1 Price, either model,
Model " M " for moo -125 v. A.C. f £1 17s. 6d.

Both at frequencies of 40 cycles and over.
Mareoniphone Field Transformer, Model " J."-For Moving -Coil Speakers
in conjunction with a Marconi U.8 Rectifying Valve and a 4-mfd. con-
denser, will supply 120 milliamperes at r2o volts. Designed for Moving -
Coil Speaker field windings requiring 100-120 milliamperes and having
a resistance of 800-1,000 ohms.

Model " J " for '200-250 v... I Price, either type
Model " K " for,moo-r25 v... f £1 17s. 6d.

Marconiphone Power Transformer, Models " C " and " D."-For
K.H.t and K.L.I Valves, providing an " all mains drive " for the receiver
and entirely replacing H.T. batteries and accumulators.

Type " C " for zoo -24o v. mains .. Price, either type,
Type " D " for 100-120 v. mains .. f £1 17s. 6d.

Write mentioning "Popular Wireless," for full particulars of all Marconiphone

Type "I"
Power
Transformer

THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD. (Dept. P), 210-212, Tottenham
Showrooms : 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1, and Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.

Transformers.

is

Court Rd., London, W.1
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Granny
says:
"NOW
that's
what
I call
real
music!"
Everyone is thrilled when
first they hear a Set with
Cossor Valves. Cossor
Valves give loud, clear
music-real melody that
charms the ear. Change
now to Cossor Valves-
there are types to suit
every Receiver for
use with 2, 4 or 6
volt Accumulators.

BRITAIN'S FIN EST VALVES

Ads. A. C. Ccssar. Ltd.. Ifighbury, Gra e, Lord 8220 sW
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
From Noise to Noise-The Liverpool Station-Next, Please !-Wireless Heating-Ferranti's

Good Deed-History of a " Fan"-" Fig-yers."
Yet Another Farewell.

AAS
I write I hear the little bird whisper
that the B.B.C. has said a tearless
good,bye to yet another popular

band, that of the Hotel Cecil. Most pro-
bably the murder will be out before you
see these lines. No. doubt this process of
elimination is all for our good, but you
don't notice any of the more dry-as:deist
features of the programmes getting axed:.

. .

From Noise to Noise.
THE atmosphere of " talks " has so

influenced Mr. R. E. Jeffrey that he
has joined British International Pic-

tures, Ltd., in charge of the Sound Pro-
duction Dept. I am sure his productions
will be as sound as a bell. Having had our
little joke we wish Mr. Jeffrey the best of
luck. During his sojourn with the B.B.C.
he did well for the public and for the art
of broadcasting.

More " Proms " This Year.
AM glad to say that the B.B.C. has
decided to hold an eight weeka' season
of Promenade Concerts this year. Sir

Henry Wood will conduct and they will
begin on August 17th and end on October
12th. Queen's Hall, I presume. If you
want a change, why not drop in on a few
of these " Proms ? Jolly crowd and
generally real music. There is a some-
thing there which cannot be felt and heard
via the B.B.C. Try. it !

Flying and Radio Grow Together.
AFRENCH concern, the Aeillal Naviga-

tion Company; which is shortly to
open a transport line between..

Marseilles and Beyrouth, has decided to
set up a wireless system to co-operate in
the service. Primarily there will be four
stations built-at Athens, Corfu, Beyrouth
and Bastia. Transmission will be on long
and short waves, telegraphy and telephony.
Plans for a wireless system for the British
air service to India are already being
executed.

The Liverpool Station.
THE B.B.C. announces that the Liverpool.

Station has now been included among
those stations transmitting on the

national common wave -length of 288.5
metres (1,040 kilohertz), which is ultimately
to be adopted by practically all British

relay stations. As the Liverpool Station
at present, transmits on a frequency of
1,020 kilohertz (294-1 metres), the change
is so slight that very little, if any, readjust-
ment of listeners' receiving apparatus should
be -necessary.

Next, Please !
BURIED deep in a Somerset village the

cobbler was discovered " listening
in." The observant visitor, noticing

that between one hairy ear and one ear-
piece the old chap had stuffed a wad of
newspaper, asked questions.

AN AMERICAN SUPER -STATION.

This view of the Los Angeles broadcasting station, K F I, shows how
the giant aerial masts are erected on a tall building, Although
6,000 miles from England, its programmes have been picked up in

this country.

" Well," said the listener, " this here's me,
good hear, an' that 'un's me bad 'un. When!
I has both a' goin' the bad 'un sort of
'ampers the good 'un. So I shuts 'im off."

Reminds one of the tailor who went out1
in a boat to the rescue of a bather, 218i7ig one
oar. He said that two hampered him.

And Here is the Next.
ARED Indian was given a radio set,

and the donor sat by during the
try -out, to observe the effect. First

a lady sang, " Summer is a comin' in." No
remarks from the red man. Then a man sang

a song about harVest. Not a'
muscle of the red face moved.'
Next., a lady sang about
spring. No movement. Then'
a man sang, " Blow, blow, I.
thou winter wind." The
Indian gravely handed even
the 'phones. "This thing lies
like a trader," he said. " Give
me some rum and blankets
instead."

Those Small Beginnings. .

rrIfE Grand Duchy of
Luxemburg has saved -
up its pennies and

bought a nice ickle radio
st ation, " Radio -Luxem-
burg." So powerful is it'
that it can be heard allover;
the State-and almost. over
the other side of the wall.'
The State has an area of 998
Square miles, by the Way.1
This is the spirit I like to
see. "- Small but proud."
" Luxemburg will be there,",
etc. I hear that. :Monaco is
making a capital' levy for the.
purchase of a drum-for
broadcasting;: and that
Andorra (175 square miles).
is, experiinenting with hol-"
lowed tree trunks.

Find the Parent.
MUCH as I admire the

gifts of imagination
and prophecy with

which Mr. David Sarnoff is
endowed, I cannot agree,

(Cosigned -on next- page4 -
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NOTES AND NEWS.
Wonisnued from preveaus rage.)

with his claim to be the father of
broadcasting because he suggested it in a
memorandum written in 1914. Surely our
own national " Punch " earned the honour
way back in the Middle Victorian era,
when it published a picture of a contraption
with dials on it, and of a lady telling the
butler to be sure to turn on the grand
opera at nine o'clock.

India Steps Back.
MELANCHOLY is the news that the

Indian Broadcasting Company has
turned to the broadcasting of adver-

tisements in order to swell its revenues ;
firstly, because, I think, the step is retro-
grade, and secondly, because it argues
that something is unwell in the state of
Indian broadcasting-symptoms we have
already noticed, at the time of l'affaire
Dimstan.- -Undoubtedly this is a case for
help from the Government of India, as I
have before urged.

Wireless Heating.,

ON
DIT-4 have been -reading the
Woman'spage " of my newspaper,

and.picked up that saucy bit-on dit
in Paris that Mr. J. Risler has -discovered -

wirelessly-operated heating plants in Ger-
many. Powerful waves of from two to three
metres long .are .caused to excite filaments
in vacua, thus creating- electric radiators:
I don't feel much impressed with the
French gentleman's visions for a radio -
heated Paris, though he may succeed hi
toasting a bit of -cheese by wirelessradio
rarebits, ph

Ferranti's Good Deed.
IN our. issue of March.9th, page 1343, we

published a photograph of a pavement
artist drawing a. picture of a trickle -

charger. The story behind this is a nice
one. Ferranti's engaged him for a day,
and he succeeded in drawing " crowd
so big that the police stopped him. He was
engaged again at the time of the Olympia
Radio show, and again the police chipped
in. However, he raked,in enough during
the three days of Ferrantism to pay his
debts. He is now in a job-and has got
married.

Wireless and Weather.
THE Symons Memorial Lecture of the

Royal Meteorological Society was
delivered on March 20th; and dealt

with wireless and weather. Many interest-
ing facts were given, amongst which was
that the results of weather observations
made all over the northern hemisphere are
received by the central forecaster within
six hours, thanks to radio. It was stated
that in a tropical night " atmospherics "
may arrive at the rate of 3,000 to 4,000 per
second ; that the average atmospheric is
100,000 times as: strong as a readable signal,.
and that the- average one received in
England is of such strength as would be
sent out by -a storm 2,000 miles away.

Fultograph and Weather.
TH E preceding note reminds me of the

increasing popularity of the Fulto-
Lira ph sYstern of picture transmission.

In addition to the broadcasting of pictures
entertainment purposes there is a large

and useful field for this method. -in the dis-
tribution of..-weathcr maps' arid .itteteore-

datit---a, field . whicii the R.A.F. is
already exploring. I hear that a film
called " The Fultograph Story," incorpor-
ated in -the well-known Path6 Pictorial, has
had a large booking.

History of a " Fan."
YOU who have climbed ...up from

your marvellous first crystal or one-
valver, through numberless experi-

ments, till you reached the set by which
you now swear, may occasionally like to
read the radio life history of fi,.fellow,fan.
Here's One, .that of W. -G.' (W. -Ner*ood).
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SHORT WAVES.
E We- understand that women are not using
= the transatlantic telephone to any great
E extent. Judging by the time we waited
= outside a certain telephone call -box the other

day, we can quite believe this.

AT THE STUDIO DOOR.
= Studio Manager: " what's the matter? You
= look all in."
= Bedtime Story -teller : " I had to hurry down
 without anything to eat. I slept in to -day."
E Studio Manager : " Well, make it snappy,
= and get on the air with your bedtime story."-
 " Radio News."
E A woman in a provincial police -court
F. recently declared that the wireless waves
= came through her gas -pipes, burnt her hair,
= and threw her out of bed.

C t
- A correspondent writes to congratulate

= us on- a two -valve circuit recently published
E in " He says that the other evening
E he got so many stations on it, one after another,
E that the grid leak got red-hot. Although he
= signed his letter " G. W.," we hardly think
E this stands for " George Washington."

SHADOWED TO HIS DOOM.
E Fan No. 1 : " Say, why are you so interested
E in getting a television set working ?"
U Fan No. 2 : " I want to see what Old rsa-i

'Static looks like, so know him. The iE I'll get hint, and get him good, too: ------
'Radio News."

WIRELESS AND THE SALES.
= 12.0 News Bulletin.-Special list of latest E
= market prices from the Frock Exchange. E
= 12.30.-Language Series. The Meaning, E.
= Derivation and Pronunciation of Technical =
= Terms. First talk will deal with Modom, =
= Tie Chic, Bargain, Recherche and Startling. =
= -" Daily News,"

= Harry : "'.McTavish never tries to get
= anything but locals on his set. I wonder =
= why ? "
= Patrick: " Whisht Don't you know he g-
= thinks there's an extra charge for long =
= distance ? "
g11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111115:

He began with the " Hale," all Hale and
(Hamilton) Harty. Then came " Signal
Box," "Concert" Four, Radian " Three,
and "P.W." Four. An interval of several
other sets, vintage not stated, and then
came "the roof and crown of things," the
" Solodyne" Three, first, second, and third
versions, the last being the best. Sec
White Prints.

ANOTHER VERSION.

Private and Personal.
FRIEND READER, of your charity pray

spare me this inch of your space in
which to acknowledge letters from

J. A. K. (Witney), J. L. (Mansfield), H. K.
(Hereford), E. W. G. T. (Ware), and
A. G. M. (Stoke-on-Trent). All very
interesting. Trouble in writing, and good
wishes for " P.W." 'and self hugely appre-
ciated, but no meat of outstanding general -
interest in them, hence this omnibus note.
Carry on !

Long -Distance Fans Wanted.
THE- directors of that enterprisino 7 L 0

(Nairobi), which works on 400 metres
and 3I- metres, would be very glad to

have reports on the reception of that
rtation in Great Britain. The best times
to listen here for 7 L 0 are from 4.0 p.m. to
7.0 p.m. (G.M.T.) on week -days, and from
7.0 p.m. to 8.0 p.m. (G.M.T.) on Sundays.
I presume that the- reports should give
date and time, strength (L.S. or 'phones)
and some data about the set, number of
valves, etc., besides notes on fading and
so forth.

-The- Pot and the - Kettle.
THE other day, while I and a few select

radiomaniacs Were babbling of
screened -grid- valves, an outsider

remarked -that we were not :talking English.
He was very superior, not unpleasantly,
and said that being a fisherman he preferred
the English of Izaak Walton. It so hap- .

pened that last night I struck acquaintance
with- two anglers who -were discussing
caster. -plans, and their jargon! One
was going "Gundling for snerb." The
other was going " Sliking, for carp." And
someone else was going " Cratchelling for
bream." That is as nearly as I can re-
collect the words. Pot and kettle !

" Fig-yers."
OR, as we should say if the B.B.C. had

-not corrupted our speech-_figgers.
A 1-5 cents publication called " Radio

Markets of the World " tells me that there
are. 20 million radio sets in use, of which
nearly 10 million are in the U.S.A. Great
Britain and Germany come next, with two
and a half million -sets apiece. Further, it
is stated that over 95 per cent of all the
sets in the North American continent
(never heard of it l) are in the- U.S.A. -As
-the rest of N. Ameriea eensists -mostly of
Canada it isn't much- to boast about., -In
South- America the Argentine contains
more than half the sets in use.

Pillion -Rider a la Mode.
STROLLING out at Easter I found- that

there was little to see besides a stream
of cars and motor -cycles, varied

occasionally by the happy family crowded
into a delivery van. Naturally, I kept a
sharp look -out for portables or radio -
equipped cars, but drew a blank during
two hours. Just as I turned to leave the
main road I was amply rewarded by the
sight of a motor -bike which had a portable
on the pillion ; on each side of the portable
hung a beautiful silk stocking, stuffed to
represent the real article. I took the number,
but I won'tcdivulge it.

We Salute . .
HIS MAJESTY THE KING, for having

his wireless set sent down to Bognor
as soon as ever they would let him.

Mr. Ernest R. Gilbert, well-known advertis-
ing agent, for producing a sand -glass (" egg -
boiler ") just before he made a speech at
S. G. Brown's Annual -Banquet. Senatore
Marconi, for arranging to- put a wireless
station in the Vatican for the Pope. Mr.
Eric Dunstan, for celebrating his return
from India by becoming . engaged to be
married. And the chief of the B.B.C. control
room, for so " controlling " a specially
awful symphony recently that it was,.
mostly inaudible.

ARIEL
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The author has very definite views on the
subject, and these are based on years of,
practical experimenting with sets of this
type. In this article he deals both with
circuits and the actual assembly of sets

for summer use.

having to open the case, thanks to the
built-in frame aerial, on which good 'phone
reception is possible -up to 30 miles or so
from the local station.

Provision would. be made for an outside
aerial for long-distance reception on both
medium and long wavelengths. No more
than two valves would be used with a
maximum H.T. supply of 60 volts, so that
the set would be quite efficient, versatile,
and economical.

Now I do not expect that all of you will
agree with my ideas of what a portable set
should be. I know that some people would
scorn to build anything less than a three -
valve portable.
Choice of Circuit.

This kind of set is, in my opinion, really
on the border -line between- the portable
and the transportable ; a cunning construc-
tor can make it very nearly a portable.
even allowing for a built-in loud speaker.
but generally the 'result of your efforts will
be a set very much of the transportable
type.,

The problems you will come up against
in designing and constructing portable
receivers are not nearly so complex and
troublesome as those encountered with trans -
portables. These, I can well imagine, have
given designers more sleepless nights than
any other type of receiver !

HOwever, even with the simplest of port-
ables for 'phone reception it is not merely
a matter of cramming the necessary parts
into a small suit -case, packing in the
batteries and then hoping for the best

AS many of you, about this time, will
be thinking of making up a portable
receiver, I am going to deal with the

chief points in the design and construction
of this fascinating type of receiver, trusting
that it will be of assistance in making the
set you have in mind.

First of all, let us be clear in our minds as
to what constitutes a portable receiver.
I consider any outfit with a built-in loud
speaker and frame aerial definitely in the

transportable " class.

It is well nigh impossible to construct such
a set up to modern standards of quality,
volume and range without increasing its
weight beyond the limits of true portability.
My idea of a portable is an outfit weighing
not more than twelve pounds in all, built
into a case no bigger than 15 in. by 10 in.
by 5 in. From past experience
I can say.that this is just about
the right weight and size for
comfortable carrying, wherever
you may go.

No Knobs !
Of course, we cannot make

a loud -speaker set of it, but I
expect many of you want a
handy little 'phone receiver
for general use this summer,
without parting with the cash
necessary for a transportable.

Now let me give you an
impression of what I consider
to be the ideal portable of the
weight and size already men-
tioned. Outwardly no obtru-
sive control knobs spoil its
appearance, which should not
suggest a wireless set at all.
It is easily operated without

By J. ENGLISH.

To get the maximum of interest and enjoy-
ment froM yOur set you ninst first consider
such things as a suitable  circuit for easy
control and Sensitivity with' a simple lay-
out, and the best way of construction for
getting the components and -batteries into
a small handy case.

Before we go any further, I would advise
the constructor who has not a previous -

experience of portables to leave the loud-
speaker transportable alone, until lie has
made up at least a two -valve portable. The
experience then gained will enable him to
tackle the bigger outfit with more confidence
and a greater chance of success.

One- and Two-Valvers. -
If you are in doubt as to what type of

portable to make up --and this" is often a
problem-a consideration of the following
points will doubtless help you to decide
what receiver -will best suit both your .
requirements and your pocket.

The one -valve portable is essentially a. set
for use with a temporary aerial system. It
is -a very useful sort of set for outdoor use,
inexpensive, and quite instructive for the
beginner. The average cost of this typo of
s,et is about twenty-five shillings, excluding
valve and batteries, so that it is quite an
attractive proposition for anyone who does
not wish to lay out a lot of money, or tie up
useful components in a portable.

With the two -valve portable there is more
chance of using successfully a built-in frame
aerial,. when the set can be operated with tirtil

(Continited on next page.)
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MAKING PORTABLE
SETS

t

(Continued from previous page.)

*
case closed up, whether walking or travel-
ling by car or train, and where it is impossi-
ble to erect even a small temporary aerial.

Such a set is the last word in versatile
reception, having a good 'phone range on
the frime alone, while its weight is very
little more than that of a one -valve outfit.
The average cost of a good two -valve
portable is about forty-five shillings,
excluding valves and batteries, so that you
get good value for your money.

Regulating Reaction.
With three valves we can be sure of loud-

speaker reception from at least the local
station, but on the built-in frame it will not
be sufficiently powerful to bring in other
stations unless  special circuits are used.
In any case it is a hybrid sort of receiver, and
in view of the difficulties of
getting it down to portable
dimensions, it is well worth
while adding an extra valve,
making it definitely a trans-
portable.

We will now run through
some of the chief things to be
considered in making up the
one -and two -valve portables.
Even -if the one -valuer is un-
pretentious, it can be made a
very versatile outfit and, as
there are no real problems of
design and construction, the
keen amateur can often get
more enjoyment out of it
the owner of a multi -valve transportable.

When choosing a circuit for a one-valver,
remember that generally the simpler the
circuit the more successful will it be in
operation, and that with only one valve
at our disposal we are absolutely dependent
upon reaction for good signals. The circuit
you use must therefore be capable of giving
a very smooth and easy control of reaction.

In Fig. 1 we have an efficient and simple
circuit very suitable for a one -valve portable
as it requires so few components. The
circuit works well with most B.F. and
general-purpose valves, the system of
throttle control employed giving a particu-
larly smooth adjustment of reaction. Two or
three tapping points on the grid coil for

dc/c. 4'.
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he aerial coupling provide as much selec-
tivity as ybu require in a portable.

Both coils L1 and L2 can be wound on the
same former with fine wire to economise
space, the right size of L2 being found by
experiment as the number of turns depends
upon the maximum capacity of the throttle
vmdenser .C2, and other factors.

If yoga favour wave -change schemes,
beware of complicated switching. By
fitting. four terminals or sockets at the

.point marked A, B, -C and D -in Ng. 1, you
can easily- change over coilO, space being

'found in the case for the one not in use.

The " Titan " Coil.
-For a small additional outlay, the careful

constructor can work into his set one of
the new combined -wave coil units designed
for the "Titan" Three. This makes a very
compact .and sensitive set for both wave-
length ranges, "putting up a good perform-
ance on quite a modest aerial system such
as y9u can contrive by attaching one end
of a length of insulated wire to a tree,
with one or two short brass rods driven into
the ground for an earth connection.

As this type of set will, I am sure, appeal
to many constructors who require an
efficient' and compact one-valver of a
universal type, I have sketched in Fig 3 a
suggested layout for the outfit, the theoreti-
cal circuit being shown in Fig. 2. However,
there is no need to. follow blindly this
method of construction, as there are

several other successful ways of making -up
such a set.

In fact, building a portable is much more
fun than constructing an ordinary stay-at-
home receiver, as there is infinitely more
scope for working in original ideas of your
own. Do not, however, depart from the idea
of a skeleton framework of thin j -in. wool
to which are secured the various compo-
nents, this framework serving also to divide
off compartments for the batteries, 'phones,
etc.

There is no need to use ebonite bushings
for condensers and terminals secured to the
franiework, as its insulation is quite good
enough if you use well -seasoned and  dry
wood.

Suit -case Sizes.
There are several other useful circuits for

your one -valve portable, but considerations
of space will not allow me to deal with them
now. I would not advise you to attempt
to use a frame aerial. The carrying
case will be too small to accommodate an
efficient frame, and the one -valve detector
accordingly gives but mediocre results,
except within a range of two or three miles
from the local station.

When setting about making your portable
it is useful to know that most one -valve sets
can be built into a fibre suit -case measuring
outside 14 in. by 9 in. by 5 in. over all. Light-
weight fibre suit -cases are so cheap nowadays
that it is hardly worth while making your
own of wood.

This size wi allow room for a small non -
spillable accumulator,. a 30 -volt H T

battery (you will not require a higher
voltage), a pair of 'phones and such sundries
as a reel of aerial wire and an earth spike.

Now, two -valve portables are in general
merely detector sets of the type we have
already considered plus an L.F. stage.
The extra valve and transformer do not
add much to the, weight of the set, and the,
amount of extra space required is so small
that very often 4 tWo-valver can be built
into the same size case as a one-valver. .

Of course, the filament supply needs to
be more. capacimis in order to stand the
heavier current drain. When 2 -volt valves
of the 1 amp, class are used, I personally
am in favour of wiring their filaments in
series, With a BMA rheostat also in series.

They can then be run off a small 4,I' -Volt
dry battery (even a flash -lamp battery
will do at a pinch), as the total current
taken from the -battery is only 4 amp......
The L.T. Battery.

My experience has been that although
dry batteries have the disadvantage of a
falling voltage, they are more satisfactory
for small portables than unspillable accu-
mulators. For transportables, howev3r,
the position is reversed because such a
set is bound to be used more frequently
than a portable, and the heavier filament
current forces us to use an accumulator,
and not a very small one at that.

Coming back to the subject of the two -
valve receiver, this is quite a type on its own,
and, as I have said before, it is the ideal
portable for 'phone reception, being so
handy and versatile. Of the many portables
1 have constructed in the past some of the
most successful and interesting have been of
-the two -valve frame -aerial type.

If you have not yet tried out one these
little sets you will be surprised at the
good range of reception. With the proper
circuit arrangements you can be sure of
strong readable 'phone signals up to at least

(Continued oe page 170.)
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HAS it ever oc-
curred to you
that some of

your difficulties i
getting rid of hum
from your D.C. mains
H.T unit may be due
to the H.F. currents ?
Probably it hasn't,
for it certainly seems
a far-fetched idea.

All the same, cases
are by no means rare
in which actual H.F.
currents coming in
from the mains make
it almost impossible
to get rid of hum by
ordinary methods.

The difficulty is, you see, that H.F.
currents can often make their way quite
easily through the ordinary smoothing
circuits, for the self -capacity of L.F. chokes
is generally high enough to pass them on.

Once through into your set they can kick
up no end of noise and give you the idea
that you have not provided enough smooth-
ing. As a result, people spend hard-earned
cash on more chokes and condensers, only
to find little relief. If they knew what the
real cause of the trouble was they would he
able to remove it in a very simple and inex-
pensive way which I will describe presently.

Our Own Experience.
The reason why it occurs to me that a

short article on this rather curious point may
be helpful is an interesting one : the prin-
cipal electric supply in the " P.W." Re-
search Department is a D.C. one which we
have always found particularly difficult to
smooth, and until recently we did not know
that the trouble was really due to wandering
H.F. currents all the time. If we could be de-
ceived in this way I expect it is possible that
a good many readers can be similarly misled.

In the past we have always found that
the simpler types of D.C. H.T. units gave a
good deal of hum here, and we have had to
test such designs elsewhere to make sure that
they were good enough for normal cases. '

For a time we simply assumed that 'our
mains were extremely bad and noisy ones.
Yes, we DID put it a little more strongly
than that, but you can't expect me to tell
you exactly how-and assumed that better
smoothing was needed.

As time went on, however, we came across
examples of more elaborate H.T. units which
gave as much hum here as the simpler ones,
whereas if smoothing was all that was
needed they should have given a perfectly
silent output.

This did not always happen, and we
realised that something peculiar was
occurring, and started to investigate, for
it was obviously not- a straightforward
business of adequate smoothing, after all.

*
4 It is probable that quite a number of

mains unit enthusiasts are not
aware that H.F. can accompany
the WT. from the mains and cause
" hum " and distortion. But it is a
fact, and in this article a way of
eliminating the unwanted effects is

described.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

The first thing we noticed was that in
some cases the removal of the earth lead
from the receiving circuit reduced the hum
almost to nothing, and this hint soon put
us on the track of the explanation of the
whole thing.
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We found that it was simply that our
mains are positively infested with H.F.
currents which are not stopped by ordinary
smoothing circuits, and may come through
and affect the receiver, setting up a hum
exactly like that resulting from poor
smoothing.

A Simple Unit.
The reason is evidently that these H.F.

currents are modulated, so to speak, at the
ordinary commutator frequency of the
generating dynamo, and so they set up a
hum of audible frequency in the set. The
fact that the trouble did not always occur
was no doubt due to small differences in the

circuit att.rangements
of the various H.T.
units, which were
without significance
from the L.F. point
of view, but made a
lot of difference so
far as H.F. currents
were concerned.

With the cause
once located the
remedy was obvious,
and when this has
been applied we find
our mains become
quite easy to smooth.
This obvious remedy,
as the reader will
probably have

guessed, is to be found in the use of
an H.F. choke in each mains lead. If one
is connected in each of the mains leads to
the input terminals of the unit the trouble
disappears in practically every case.

This in itself is a pretty complete remedy.
but we have found one or two units with
which it is also desirable to shunt a large
condenser (1 or 2 mfd.) across from
positive to negative on the unit side of the
H.F. chokes.

We were so pleased with our discovery
that we immediately made up a little unit
containing these chokes and the condenser,
with means of interposing it easily between
the mains and a unit, and we now find it
very handy indeed when we are doing any
mains work.

The unit has proved so useful that prob-
ably some details will be useful to those
readers who suspect their mains are similarly
misbehaving. It can be a very simple little
affair, as you will see if you look at the
picture heading to this page, where you will
see the first experimental model we made-.
(towards the left). -

Easy to Make.
This model was made up on a wooden

baseboard, but for regular use it should
obviously be boxed in. The box should be
about 3 in. by 5 in. by 5 in. deep, the exact
dimensions rather depending "upon the sizes
of the chokes and condenser you are going
to use. For small and medium currents two
ordinary H.F. chokes will serve perfectly
well, but if you draw large currents for
super -power valves it will be as well to use
chokes specially designed for carrying them
without over -heating or causing large
voltage drops, namely, the Wearitetype.

The condenser must,of course, be of the
high voltage type, since it is right across the
mains. (Minimum safe rating is 250 volts
WORKING.) On this page you will find a
wiring diagram for the parts mounted on
the panel which forms the lid of the box,'
and you will see that it is a very simple
little unit to make up.

When making a set be sure to keep the
bench clear of odd bits of wire, ete., or other-
wise a damaged or scratched panel may easily
result.

* * *

Metal dust is one of the greatest foes of good
reception, so be sure to keep the set free from
this if possible when soldering terminals, etc.

If flux is splashed about when a set is being
made it not only looks bad but it is a source of
loss, due to imperfect insulation.

Always remember to wipe a soldered joint
with a clean cloth whilst the metal is still hot.

*

FOR THE
HOME CONSTRUCTOR.

*  4. N-4- 4.- ..... *

Heat softens ebonite so after a terminal
which is affixed in a panel has been soldered
it will be necessary to tighten the fixing nut
a little.

* *

What is called fading is sometimes nothing
more than the aerial swinging across a gutter

or lead pipe, so if you are troubled in this way
make sure that your aerial and earth wires are
above suspicion.

* *

A steady humming noise in a set is very
often due -to the fact that the aerial or earth
wires run too close to the electric -light
wiring.

The noises from an old H.T. battery are
generally due to imperfect contact inside it,
and if you assemble your own batteries
do not forget that insulation between rows
is more important than insulation between
individual cells.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

BAIRD TELEVISION

AND THE B.B.C.
"THE NINE O'CLOCK REVUE"
-PROGRAMME BY TOM
WEBSTER-THE B.B.C. AND
LORD MELCHETT-CENO-
TAPH SERVICE-AN EMPIRE
DAY PROGRAMME-THE
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC-SIR
THOMAS BEECHAM-STAFF

CRISIS AT SAVOY HILL.
*

TT now seems very likely that Baird
1 Television will become a permanent

part of B.B.C. transmission. The
Baird people won such a complete political
victory that no amount of technical obstruc-
tion can prevail, however well-founded.
Fortunately, however, there is no disposi-
tion to revive any of the bitterness of the
previous period of hostilities between Savoy
Hill and Long Acre. What will happen
will be something like this. The Baird and
B.B.C. engineers will begin at once the pre-
liminary experimental and installation work.
In July there will be transmissions in Lon-
don, with one low wave and one of the new
regional waves. These experimental trans-
missions outside programme- hours will last
for about a year, after which Television will
be made a part of the regular programme
service along with Fultograph, each adapted
to its special use Now that the B.B.C.
has taken up the Baird method, it has re-
ceived great impetus abroad, and there is
something in the nature of a world mono-
poly being attempted by Lord Ampthill,
Sir EdwaFd. Manville, and their colleagues.
Incidentally, it was a curious sight to see
Captain Eckersley dining with Mr. Baird in
qie Savoy the other night. Apparently the
hatchet is properly buried. Another moral to
be drawn from the incident is that the Post
Office, when it likes, does dictate to the B.B.C.

" The Nine O'Cloek Revue."
Morris Harvey, who was part -author and

compere of the original Nine O'Clock
Revue " as produced at the Little Theatre
some years ago, will be in charge of the
special broadcast version to be given from

G B on Thursday, April 18th, and from
London on Saturday, April 20th.

Programme by Tom Webster.
At Savoy Hill there is eager anticipation

of the Derby Eve Programme w_hich is to be
organised and performed by Tom Webster
and some of his sporting friends. It is
probable that the programme will take the
form of " after -dinner chat." It would be
an interesting feature if Tom Webster were
to prepare a special cartoon to be Fulto-
graphed simultaneously.

The B.B.D. and Lord Melehett.
A piquant situation was provided by the

suggestion that the speeches at a special
luncheon of the National Industrial Alliance
on April 25th should be broadcast. It was
believed in the beginning that Lord Mel-
ehett would be among the speakers. In
view of the ban against him at Savoy- Hill
this would have made the broadcasting of

the luncheon impossible. As things turned
out, however,- Lord Melchett's name was
omitted from the final list of speakers, Sir
Edward Manville, Mr. J. H. Thomas, and
Lord Barn -by are the big guns. The broad-
cast is slow arranged.

Cenotaph Service.
The B.B.C. will broadcast from both 2 L 0

and 5 G B the special Cenotaph Service being
organised by the British Legion on May 19th.

An Empire Day Programme.
Savoy Hill promises a real Empire Day

programme for May 24th. This decision
follows a long and acrimonious discussion.
For a time it looked as. if the " Inter-
nationalists would win with their cam-
paign to eliminate all reference to the
British Empire. But in the end the Impe-
rialist faction got its way. What is now
being plamied is a robust, full-blooded,
world -challenging "-Rule Britannia " pro-
gramme for May 24th.
The Royal Philharmonic.

The Royal Philharmonic Society's Con-
cert, which Sir Henry Wood will conduct
at the Queen's Hall on April 18th, will be
broadcast by London and 5 X X. Keith

THE " TOM -TIT " THREE.

Here is a view of the completed "- Tom -Tit " Three (described in this issue),
with coils, valves, and. the grid -bias battery in-postaion.

Faulkner will be the soloist. By the way,
there is a good chance that in the forth-
coming merger of musical organisations in
London the " Royal Philharmonic " will
confer its name and prestige, as well as a
good deal of its talent, on the new B.B.C.
Orchestra. In this connection it is be-
lieved that H.M.V. and Mr. Lionel Powell
will operate a competitive "National "
orchestra-good news for artists !
Sir Thomas Beecham.

There are strong'' rumours that all is net
well between the B.B.C. and Sir Thomas
Beecham. Anyway, it is about time the
inevitable explosion took place.. Sir
Thomas makes no secret that he has not
changed his mind either about broadcasting
or the B.B.C. When the break comes,
there will be plenty of fireworks ! By the
way, what is the truth about the future of
music organisation at. Savoy Hill ?
Staff Crisis at Savoy Hill.

There is a veritable- epidemic of resigna-
tions at Savoy Hill. About a dozen pivptai
people have left since the beginning of- the
year, all to better jobs and more money
elsewhere. It is understood, for instance,
that Mr. R. E. Jeffrey will receive three

times his old salary
now that he is with
talking films. The
curious and alarming
featine about the
whole thing is the utter
indifference of the
B.B.C. to the loss of
some of its best pro-
gramme builders. The
official attitude seems
to be one of relief
rather than concern.
No replacements are
being made, so it is pre-
sumed that economy is
the reason for rejoic-
ing. The demobilisa-
tion of the ancillary
educational activities
was welcomed; but the
same reception will not
be accorded a policy
which will reduoe
programme work to a
repetition of military
band concerts.

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

PIANO LOUDSPEAKER
ATTACHING THE UNIT-SHORT-WAVE TROUBLES-ETC., ETC.

Piano Loudspeaker.
SEVERAL readers have written describing

various methods of using the wooden
case of the pianoforte for the purpose

of a loud -speaker radiator ; in many cases
correspondents report excellent results.

This idea, of course, is not a new one
and, in fact, loud -speaker units especially
adapted for securing to the pianoforte case
have been on the market in various parts of
the world, especially in the United States,
for some years past, and I understand have
met with a considerable sale.

The idea has alWaYs seemed fo 'me -to be
a very good one, for in the pianoforte not
only have you a large surfaee of wood,

which in any case might be expected to act
as an efficient radiator, but you have also
a complete system of resonators, the like
of which you would have to go a very long
way to find elsewhere. The complete
system of strings of a pianoforte is, indeed,
a ready-made and elaborate resonating
system and one which represents the result
of any amount of research and expenditure.

Attaching the Unit.
I have made many experiments with

loud -speaker units secured to the wood-
work of the pianoforte, and have in tho
majority of cases obtained excellent nsults.

(Continued on page 154.)
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A USEFUL MAINS SWITCH.
IN view of the popularity of H.T. units

and trickle chargers, here is a useful
panel using two double -pole double -

throw switches joined together.
It will be seen that the action of putting

the switch in the " up " position automati-
cally connects the charger to the mains and
the accumulator. Reversing the switch puts
the eliminator in the mains circuit and cuts
off the charger from both the mains and
the accumulator in one operation.

JAMMING ON 5 X X.
IT may be that you are one of those
1 unfortunate listeners Who, on attempting

to listen to 5 X X or some other long -
wave station, find the local station or 5 G B
coming in more or less all round the dial.
If your set is one in which. the aerial is
taken to a tap a certain number of turns
up the tuned coil, counting from the earth
end, there is one scheme which you must
try before giving up hope.

The idea is as follows. Instead of
employing the auto -coupled aerial arrange-
ment. a separate winding is employed for
coupling the aerial to the set. This winding
should take the form of either a plug-in coil
fixed close up to the grid coil, or a hank
winding wound round the tuned coil near
to the earth end.

In the case of the plug-in coil, a No. 60,
75, or 100 will do, and in the case of a hank

coil different numbers of turns
should be tried.

Although the gauge of wire is
unimportant it should be some-
where about No. 30 or No. 32, either D.C.C.
cr D.S.C. Any number of turns between
60 and 100 can be tried.

The aerial is connected to one end of this
fresh coil, and the other end of it is joined
to earth or the low potential end of the grid
winding. It is difficult to say exactly why
the separate coil should not produce the
same trouble as the tap, but there is no
doubt that in most eases the interference
trouble will vanish completely.

AERIAL DISCONNECTION.
SHOULD there be a break or partial

break in the aerial circuit of your set,
the set a ill tend to oscillate hard, and

signals will, of course, be abnormally
weak. Probably the quickest way of deter-
miningts whether this really has occurred is
to detach the aerial lead from the set, and
note whether much difference in signal
strength results. Signals should, of course,
become very much weaker than they were.

REPAIRING RADIO VALVES.
RADIO valves that have come loose from

their bases may be repaired in a few
minutes' time with a small quantity

of commercial alcohol. At the point where
the valve enters the base, pour a few drops
of alcohol. Allow the valve to stand for a
moment until the alcohol moistens the
cement, then press the bulb firmly into its
base and set it aside for five or ten minutes.

Upon examination it will be found that
the cement has hardened, and the valve is
as good as new.

AERIAL MASTS.
WHEN the queston crops up as to how

far back a mast may be safely
erected without taking away too

much of the usefulness of the guy wire
between the pole and the garden wall or
railing, the usual thing is to sacrifice the
strength of the erection to an additional
foot or so of aerial wire, with the result that
the wire sags two or three feet in the middle
and the pole makes a bow towards the house.
This is obviously not worth while, and in
any case you should remember that height
in an aerial is more valuable than length.

If aerial -earth switch is located out-of-
doors and allowed to get dirty or sooty, covered
with dust, etc., it is quite probable that you are
losing a great deal of signal strength in this
way.

BATTERY LEADS.
THE idea shown in the sketch is a simple

method of arranging battery leads
with the object of assuring absolute

safety. In addition to this the arrangement
is much skiapler than the ordinary, and
fewer leads can be used, as will be obvious.
With naost receivers nowadays there is a
common connection to H.T. L.T. -, and
G.B. ; thus, for this purpose one lead
equipped with three plugs will suffice.
Now if the lengths of the leads are arranged,
as shown, each will be out of the way of the
other, so that if at the other end they aro
connected via terminals to the set, there
will be no fear of shorts through the bare
ends of the leads touching when connecting
up or disconnecting.

A Warning.

A better plan is to connect from the
receiver direct, thus making all leads at this
end a permanent fixture.

The following rules, however your bat-
teries are connected, are worthy of notice.
Always disconnect from the ?Kittery end,
and not from the set end. Disconnect the
H.T. first and then the L.T. Disconnect
from the set end only when absolutely
necessary, but always disconnect batteries
first in any case.

In connecting up, connect all leads at the

L.7:- 

ISsr

CB+
L.7+

4 08 -

set end first, then the accumulator, then
the H.T. The observance of these simple
rules will save much trouble which un-
doubtedly does arise on many occasions
through carelessness in these directions.
Remember the possibilities of confusion
with these leads is-first shorting the fila-
ment circuit, and 'secondly shorting the
H.T. battery, either form of accident being
decidedly harmfuL
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THE P.M.G.'s LETTER.
i

The Postmaster -General recently sent the following letter to the Secretary
of the Baird Television Development Company, Limited.

+
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STR,-The Postmaster -General has con-
sidered the results of the recent television
demonstration, in conjunction with the

British Broadcasting Corporation and his
technical advisers, and he has reached the
following conclusions which accord generally
with the opinions of those who witnessed
the demonstration. The demonstration
showed that the Baird system was capable
on that occasion of producing with sufficient
clearness to be recognised the features and
movements of persons posed for the purpose
at the transmitting point. It is not at
present practicable to- reproduce simul-
taneously more than perhaps two or three
individuals or to exhibit any scene or
performance which cannot be Staued within
a space of a few feet in very cloSe proximity
to the transmitting apparatus. -

"Present Limited Scope."
In the Postmaster -General's opinion the

system represents a noteworthy scientific
achievement; but he does net consider
that at the present stage of development
television could be included in the broad-
casting programmes within the broadcasting
hours. He bases this view not so much
upon the quality of the reproduction which
further experiments may be expected to
improve, as upon the present limited scope
of the objects which can be reproduced.

The Postmaster -General is, however,
anxious that facilities should be afforded,
so far as is practicable without impairing
the broadcasting service, for continued
and progressive experiments with the
Baird apparatus, and he would assent to a
station of the British Broadcasting Cor-
poration being utilised for this purpose
outside broadcasting  hours. He under-
stands that the Corporation would agree
in principle to this course, provided satis-
factory terms were negotiated between
the Corporation and the Baird Company.

The "Experimental Demonstrations."
It will probably be essential that any

experimental demonstrations of television
should be accompanied by the broad-
casting of speech and, in consequence,
two wave -lengths and two transmitters
would be required. It will not be possible
to provide a second transmitter in a
suitable locality which will avoid inter-
ference with important wireless services in
Central London until the completion of
the new station of the British Broad-
casting Corporation at Brookman's Park,
which is expected to be ready in July. In
the meantime, it is suggested that the
Company should open negotiations with
the Corporation as to the financial and
other arrangements which may be necessary,
and it would probably be advantageous
to them to enter upon discussions of the
technical aspects with the Corporation's
Chief Engineer.

In order to find room for a television
service in broadcasting hours it will probably
be necessary ee utilise for the reproduction
of vision wave -lest Y:s outside the bands

now being used for speech broadcasting.
These bands, as you arc doubtless aware,
are already highly congested, and it is
important therefore that the Company
should press on with experiments on a
much lower band which will be notified to
you in due course.

In conclusion, it is necessary to emphasise
that in granting facilities for experimental
demonstrations in which the public can
if they so desire take part, neither the
Postmaster -General nor the British Broad-
casting Corporaticin accept any responsi-
bility for the quality of the transmission
or for the results obtained. The object
of the demonstrations is to afford the
Baird Company a wider Opportunity than.
they at present possess for developing
the possibilities of their system of television
and for extending the scope and improving
the quality of the reproductions. While
the Company will not be precluded from
selling apparatus to anyone who desires to
purchase it, the purchaser must understand
that he buys at his own risk at a time when
the system has not reached a sufficiently
advanced stage to warrant its occupying a
place in the broadcasting progranmies.

Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) G. E. P. MURRAY.
Post Office. MarchGeneral
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 152.)
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It is not necessary to injure or disfigure the
pianoforte case in any way, the unit being,
Of 'course, attached at the back. In alniost
every pianoforte you will find at the back
some exposed piece of woodwork into which
it is a simple matter to drill a very tiny
hole for the insertion of the screw of the
loud -speaker movement.

No 'Booming."
I notice that a correspondent, writing irr

this journal a week or two ago, stated that
he had mounted the unit on a separate
strip of hardwood and wedged this firmly
into position between a pair of vertical
members of the main pianoforte frame, the
stylus being pressed firmly against the back
of the soundboard.

In this case also the tone was stated to be
very good throughout the whole of the
pianoforte scale and the bass notes, whilst
being clear and well defined, were free from
the boom " which so often characterises
them when reproduced by a loud speaker.

Short -Wave Troubles.
When using a shortwave set; you- will

sometimes find it convenient to have, the
set very slightly in oscillation while search-
ing for stations. This does not mean that
you should -allow the set to continue in
oscillation after you have picked up the

carrier -wave which you are seeking, and
the moment this is done you should reduce
the reaction and make the corresponding
readjustment on the grid tuning condenser.
The reaction may then be brought up to a,
point just below oscillation.

Fine adjustment of the oscillation is very
important if the short-wave set is to give
satisfactory results, and, if you are troubled
with the set jumping into oscillation and
being generally unmanageable from that
aspect, it is worth while trying out certain
simple adjustments.

Connections.
One thing which you might try is a higher

value of erid leak. This will probably
have the desired effect upon the oscillation,
but, if not, the grid leak may be discon-
nected from the positive low-tension ter-
minal and connected instead to the slider
of a potentiometer which is connected across
the L.T. supply. It will, then, be necessary
to find a position of the slider on the poten-
tiometer which will give smooth reaction
control. Generally this should be found
easily, but if difficulty should be experi-
enced then a third dodge may be tried.

The high -frequency choke may require
attention and a suitable choke can be made
from fine enamelled wire wound in a single
layer upon -an ebonite or prepared card-
board tube. If the tubing is about 1 in.
in diameter the coil should consist generally
of about 60 to 80 turns, although this will
need some slight variation in particular
cases.

Unsuitable Transformer.
The foregoing points are well worth

keeping in mind and will certainly go a long
way towards the control and satisfactory

short-wave set. There is
one final matter which may be mentioned,
and that is the low -frequency transformer
which follows the rectifier.

Sometimes you will have trouble owing
to this transformer not being of a suitable
type, and in such cases it is worth while
trying a variable grid leak across the
secondary of the transformer ; often this
will have quite a surprising effect upon the
operation of the set.

" Coated Filaments."
I have before me a paper entitled " The

Development of the Oxide -Coated Fila-
ment," by Dr. B. Hodgson and Messrs.
L. 8. Harley and 0. S. Pratt, read recently
before the Institution of Electrical En-
ginners.

The Paper reviews the development of
the oxide -coated filament, and describes in
rough outline present-day methods of
manufacture for commercial purposes. It
indicates also the most recent views on the
mechanism of the electron emission from
alkaline earth oxides.

Theory of Operation.
The development of the oxide - coated

type of cathode has been going on now for
the past twenty-five years, and various
theories of its operation have been ad-
vanced. The three -electrode valve, which
was invented in 1906 by Dr. de Forest, was
installed in 1914-only eight years after its
discovery-in the telephone system of the
United "States, so that by 1914 it was
possible to telephone across the Continent
from New York to San Francisco. _The:
valves used in the telephone repeaters had
oxide -Boated filaments.
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A s.GREAT deal i
written these
clays about

harmonics, - but to
many of us they are
still rather mysteri-
ous things, which we -
cannot properly un-
derstand, and the
name of which may
suggest any thing
from musical theory
to the motion of a
clock pendulum.
Moreover, although
we may be vaguely
aware that harmonics
exist, many of us are
in doubt as to

HARMONICS AND CYCLES.
An interesting article concerning two important radio terms.

By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.

whether their pres-
ence in wireless reproduction is a blessing
or a curse, or whether they really matter
at all.

If we are quite clear in our minds as to
what constitutes a musical note, however,
our difficUlty disappears.

An audible note is 'caused by' the air
vibrating in such a way that changes' of
pressure are produced in the ear. If the air
vibrations occur sufficiently rapidly-much
more rapidly than -we can- count-the effect
of a note is produced.

Why Sounds Differ.
Let us take as a standard note, " middle

C " on the piano. When this note is struck,
the string inside the piano vibrates about
256 times per second. The air surrounding
it, the case of the piano, the air in the room,
and finally the organs of the ear are all
vibrated at the same rapidity, with -the
result that the note is heard.

Now, similar results might have been
produced by vibrating the string of a violin,
or the diaphragm of a headphone, or the
cone of a loud speaker-in fact, any object
which could set the air in motion. We
know, however, that notes produced by
these various sources, even though we call
them the- same note (middle C), sound
different from one another.

This difference is due to the presence of
harmonics.

Reverting to the case of the note on -the
piano, when the string is vibrated it does
not only move as a whole, but little ripples
run up and down it from the point at which
it is struck and these send out impulses into
the air, along with the main vibrations.
They are, however, much weaker and much
more rapid, and give rise to higher pitched
notes, for the pitch of a note depends
directly. .upon.the rapidity -of the vibrations
which produce it.

Harmonics are Essential.
There are several sets of these subsidiary

vibrations produced, one set occurring with
twice the rapidity of the original; another
with three times the rapidity, and so on.
These sets of vibrations are known respec-
tively as the 2nd, 3rd, etc., harmonics of the
original note.

It is the difference between the, relative
strengths of these harmonics which produces
the difference between various types of
instrument., as pointed out above, and a
correct proportioning of harmonics is very
necessary -for a true rendering of music.
Musicians refer to harmonies as " over-
tones,' and -it is these which give to a
violin, for example, its beautiful tone.

Listeners hear what is probably a close
approach to a note without any harmonies
in the nightly " pips" at the 9 o'clock time
signal, and surely nothing could be more
colourless than those notes !

Since harmonics are so important in the
production of music, it is essential that
wireless sets and loud speakers should be
able to reproduce them. Thus, in order to
render " middle C," a receiver and 'speaker
must be able to, amplify and reproduce not
only vibrations occurring at the rate of
250 per second, but also those occurring at
rates -of 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, etc., per
second, and it is for this reason that we
strive to make our sets deal faithfully with
very high notes.

Harmonics can also mar good reception.
For example, when a valve overloads, a
disproportionate volume of harmonies is
produced giving, rise to harshness, with
which we are all too familiar.

Harmonics, then, are not merely con-
ceptions of the physicist, and of academic
interest only, but are very real factors in
our radio reproduction, and should con-
stantly be borne in mind.

And now we come to the term." cyee,"

An original view of an Imperial Airways liner in flight, taken from the tail
of the machine and looking along the fuselage. New wireless aerials from

wing tips to tail are now being used on these liners.

so often heard in connection
length measurements.

It is almost impossible to find a wireless
article in which no reference is made
either to " cycles per second," " periods per
second," or at any rate, to "frequencies"of
one sort or another.

The reason for the use of the term "cycle "
in wireless matters is simple enough. The
name cycle - is, of course. applied to any
series of events which occurs regularly.

A well-known example in engineering

with wave -

is the cYcle-of event's
taking place in a
motor -car engine,
i.e. the four move-
ments of the piston,
giving the compres-
sion, working, ex-
hausting, and suc-
tion strokes respec-
tively. These four
strokes form one
cycle of operations.

In the case of
the piston of a
steam-engine, the
complete cycle only
comprises half as
many movements.
and consists of the
piston moving for-

ward at a speed which increases to a
maximum value, and then decreases until
finally it stops, and then, moving back
again at an increasing and then a decreasing
speed. When the piston has finally returned
to the point from which it started, a cycle
has been completed.

If we substitute for the movement of the
piston a movement, or eurrent, of electricity,
we have an exact electrical analogy. A
current which commences to flow in one
direction, increasing to a maximum value
and then dying away, stopping and revers.
ing its direction, at first increasing and then
decreasing until it finally comes again to
zero, completes one cycle.

Frequency and Wave -length.
This is what all alternating, oscillating,

and wireless speech currents are doing
continually-increasing, decreasing, stop-
ping, reversing and again increasing,
decreasing and stopping.

The time taken to complete one cycle
is called a period, and_ the number of times
that the series of changes takes place in a
second is called the number of " cycles
per second " or " periods per second,"

and is referred to
briefly as the " fre-
quency" of t-hc
current.

" Frequency" is a I -
ways cropping up in
wireless work. For
instance, it is the
frequency of- the vi-
brations sent through
the ether which de-
termines. the ware:
length of the signals
transmitted, a high
frequency (i.e. a large,
number of cycles per
second) corresponding
top, short wave -length
and vice versa.

When we wish to
discuss music in con-
nection with wireless,

it is convenient to think in terms of . the
frequencies of notes rather than of their
musical pitch, for when we know the fre-
quency of- a note we know how it will be
dealt with. by different types of circuit. A
note- -can be expressed as a frequency, for
any note is produced by air vibrations, or
cycles" occurring so many times per second.

Inside a wireless set, the note is produced
not by air vibrations, but by electrical
vibrations (i.e. alternating currents) at
the same frequency..
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The P.M.G. and
Television.

THE official communication from the
Postmaster -General in connection
with a recent television test, which our

readers will find in another part of this
issue, is a curious document. In it, the
Postmaster -General quite rightly says of
the Baird system that it is a noteworthy
scientific achievement, but he goes an to say
that he does not consider at the present
state of development that television could
be included in the broadcasting programmes
within broadcasting hours.

Broadcasting Facilities.
He bases this view not so much upon the

quality of the reproduction by the tele-
vision receiver, which he anticipates that
further experiments will improve, but upon
the limited scope of the objects which can
be reproduced. Nevertheless, the Post-
master -General is of the opinion that
facilities should he afforded so far as is
practicable without impairing the broad-
casting service for continued and progressive
experiments with the Baird apparatus, and
he himself would give permission for a
station of the B.B.0 to be used for this
purpose outside broadcasting hours.

We may thus regard it as definite that
television experiments outside broadcasting
hours will shortly begin. In fact, we are
informed on excellent authority that these
experiments may commence -in July, and
that they will in all probability continue
for twelve months. Should progress be
satisfactory and public demand warrant
it, limited television transmissions will pro-

Li important official announcement has recently been made,
and is here reviewed for the benefit of our readers.

By THE EDITOR.

bably -be inehidecl in the programme service
similar to the arrangement now arrived at
by the B.B.C. with Wireless Pictures, Ltd.

The Postmaster -General continues -in his
communique to point out that in order to
find room for a television service in broad-
casting hours,- it may be necessary to utilise
wave -lengths outside the hands now being
used for special broadcasting. This opens
up possibilities about a complete revision
of broadcasting wave -lengths, and it would
be interesting to know the unofficial views
of the B.B.C. on the question of the regional
stations and their future, in view of the
Postmaster -General's pretty clear indication
of his views with regard to television.

The Postmaster -General cautiously con-
cludes his communique by pointing out
that it is necessary to emphasise that in
granting facilities for experimental tele-
vision demonstrations, in which the public
can, if they so desire, take part, neither the
-Postmaster-General nor the B.B.C. accepts
any responsibility for the quality of the
transmissions or for the results obtained.
The object of the demonstrations is purely
to afford the Baird Company wider oppor-
tunities than they at present possess for
developing the poksibilities of their systeni.

It is noted that while the company -are
not precluded from selling apparatus to
anyone who"desires to purchase it, the pur-
chaser must understand that he buys it
at his own risk at a time-and here is the
significant conclusion to the Postmaster -
General's letter-when the system has not
reached a sufficiently advanced stage to

of 'the Ainetiein broadcasting stations, that at Enhenertady, W G V, is paying, most attention to Television,
and this photograph shows W G Y's Diroctor of Television Drama at IRIt.

warrant -it 'Occupying a place in the broa62-
casting programmes.

Valuable Stimulant to B.B.C.
Nevertheless, despite . enthusiastic sup-

porters of television who have worked
themselves attirnes into a very fine rage over
the criticisms of television which have
appeared in this and our contemporary
journals, and who have accused us on more
than one occasion of doing our best to crab
television, and to  display antagonism to
Mr. Baird and his associates, we take this
opportunity of congratulating Mr. Baird
and Captain Hutchinson, his managing
director, on the -generally successful result
of the recent test, and to express the hope
that if and when facilities are given them
for experimental broadcaet transmissions,
some practical solution to the wave -length
difficulty- will soon be found and that on
the whole progress will be made satisfac-
torily enough to warrant the B.B.C. in-
cluding television transmissions in regular
programme hours in due course.

Should the Baird system, or, for that
matter, any other ,television system, be
brought to such a test of technical practica-
bility. which would, warrant the B.B.C.
making regular broadcast television trans-
missions in programme hours, broadcasting
in general would receive a great fillip. The
trade would benefit, public interest would
be revised, and a new and very intriguing
aspect of wireless technique would be
opened up for the general amateur.

A Sound Proposition.
Our view all along has been that to

provide the public with a television service
before, to use a colloquialism, " it is ripe,"
would be to kill the goose that might lay
the golden egg. But nursing and experi-
menting and improvine, a system more and
more enhances the likelihood of its warm
reception by the public ; whereas if some-
thing in an embryo stage is placed before
the public, its popularity is damned at
birth and, although progress may be made
later on, the first unfavourable impression
takes a lot of wiping out.

The recommendations of the Postmaster -

General seem to be eminently satisfactory,
inasmuch as they suggest at least twelve
months' experimental transmission out-
side broadcasting programme liouiN -with
every likelihood, if progress is made. of a
definite inclusion of television in B.B.C.
programmes.
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POTENTIOMETER
PROBLEMS

THE importance of potentiometers is
perhaps not generally recognised,
and many owners of home-made

wireless receivers fight rather shy of using
them simply because they are not quite
sure how they work, and whether they are
ever- really worth while, and not merely
refinements.

There are, however, many uses to which
a potentiometer can be put, and in several
up-to-date circuits they are just as neces-
sary as rheostats or tuning coils.

8855

(a) fie,/
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50

(b)

The name potentiometer is perhaps a little
fearsome, so let us understand just what the
device is supposed to do, before reviewing
one or two of the more important uses that
may be made of it.

" Splitting " Voltages.
Let us suppose that we have a 6 -volt

battery, and a resistance of, say, 100 ohms.
From what we all know about batteries,
voltages, and so forth, we assume that one
terminal of the battery, the positive,
differs in pressure (which is another name
for voltage) from the negative terminal,
by 6 volts, and we know that if the
terminals are joined by a piece of wire, a
current will flow along this from one to
the other. If, then, in place of a plain piece
of wire, we substitute the 100 -ohm re-
sistance, as shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 1 (a), a current will flow along the
resistance wire, and if we wanted to know
the value of this current we could easily
calculate it by dividing the voltage by the
resistance. For the present, however, we
are not interested in the value of the
current, but only in potentials or voltages.

We could obviously take any point on
the resistance between A and B, and in a
similar way find the voltage at that point
with respect to each end of the resistance,
and the conclusion at which we should
arrive, and at which readers have probably
arrived already, is that the voltage between
any two points (such as A and C) is directly
proportional to the resistance of that
portion.

Clearly, then, by means of a resistance
from which a tapping can be taken off at
any point between the two ends, we can
obtain any fraction we desire of the full
voltage which is applied to the whole
resistance.

This arrangement constitutes a potentio-
meter, but on account of the many different
uses which can be made of it, its mechanical
construction varies considerably,

Getting Correct Bias.
Let us take one or two examples.
In the circuit shown in Fig. 2 (a) we have

a valve receiving signals from the aerial
circuit, and it will be seen that the valve in
question is operating as an anode -bend
detector, biased with a 3 -volt battery
connected between its grid and filament
negative. If this voltage were found to be
insufficient, we might increase it by moving
our wander -plug to the next tapping on the
battery, giving a bias of 4/ volts.

Suppose, now, that we had reason to
believe that 4i- volts was too much, and that
for the best possible results we needed a bias
of somewhere round about 31. volts. This is
a case where a potentiometer would come
in extremely useful, for by connecting it
across the ends of the valve filament, or of
the low-tension battery, which we will
assume to be of the 2 -volt type, we could
vary the grid -battery voltage by any
amount up to 2 volts.

This is shown carried out in Fig. 2 (b),
where it will be seen that a 41 -volt grid
battery is employed, and is connected, not
directly to the filament negative, but to
a slider which can make contact with
any point on a resistance joined across the
ends of the valve filament. If we set the
slider at about the middle of this resistance,
then its potential is 1 volt more positive
than the negative end of the filament, and
therefore the bias voltage of 4 is reduced
by this amount, giving the required value
of 3i volts.

What exactly is the potentiometer,
and what should it do ? In this:
article the use of this valuable

device is clearly explained.

4111

By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.
* ®-e -0---41.--.0-4-4,--40-0---*

Referring to Fig. 1 (a) we have, let us
say, a voltage of 6 at the point A and a
voltage of 0 at B, giving a difference of 6
volts between the ends of the resistance.

Now, what about the voltage conditions
at any other point in the circuit, such as
the point C midway between A and B ?
We might make a guess and say that the
voltage would be half way between that at
A and that at'B, and we should be perfectly
right. In order to see that this is so, we can
imagine that instead of having one con-
tinuous resistance from A to B, we have two
separate resistances each of 50 ohms, con-
nected end to end, one from A to C and the
other from C to B-Fig. 1 (b).

Suitable Resistance Values.
Then the voltage required to drive current

from, say, A to 0, will be half that required
to drive the same current all the way from
A to B, the other hall of the available
6 volts being expended in driving current
from C to B. Thus our guess was quite
correct.

Let us take another case, and suppose
that a point C is taken such that the
resistances between A and C, and C and B
are 25 ohms and 75 ohms respectively.
That is to say, C is one quarter of the way
along the resistance from A to B. Then,
using the same argument as before, we can

(Co,tinued on next page.)

A potentiometer in use in a set for the purpose of
providing accurate grid voltage on the detector valve.
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(co,xn,,,d,from previous page.)* .....
say Alan the_.. total resistance may be
regarded- as two separate units connected
end to end, with the same current flowing
through each. - - - --

The voltage required to drive the current
through the 25 -ohm portion will evidently
be only one-third of that required on the
75 ohms, and if we keep to our assumption
that the voltage at A is 6 volts, and that at
B is 0, then C is at voltage. of ,41,ei.e.
it is 11 volts below A and 41- volts above B.
If a- high -resistance voltmeter were con-
nected -between -A and C and between B
andec. voltages of -11 and 41 respectively
would- be registered.

woad behave -almost a:, a short-circuit on
the transformer. A suitable value is about
half-a-megohm, so arranged that the portion
A -C can be reduced, if required, to perhaps
5,000 ohms. There are several types' of
suitable potentiometers for this purpose
on the market, employing either a continu-
ously variable element or a series cf -high
resistancee each connected to 'a stud of a
multi -point switch.

In battery eliminator; potentiometers
often play a very important part. Take, for
example, the circuit given in Fig. 4, which
incorporates the last - valve of aa receiving
set, and a simple A.C. mains unit. Three
potentiometers, Pt, F2, and Ps are shown.

Eliminating A.C. Hum.
P1, which is connected across the ends of

the filament of the power valve, might
appear at first sight to be serving the same
purpose as that shown in Fig. 2 (b),- but
this is not so. It will he seen that the valve

filament is fed with alter-
nating current, which means
that although at one moment

- the left-hand_ end- is positive
and the right-hand. end is
negative, these polarities are
reversing fifty times a second.

If the lead from the grid
battery were taken to the
negative end of the filaineat
in the ordinary way, the bias
would be varied by the alter-
nating voltage, especially if
the positive end of the file-
ment were earthed. The effect
would be just as if a signal
with a frequency of the alter-
natina-c arrent mains were
applied' to the grid, and the
set would hum.

Now. although the voltage
between the two ends is always reversing,
the Potential of the middle point of the
filament will remain fixed at a value mid-
way between those of the extremities, and
if the grid lead is -connected to this point
no hum will be heard. As we cannot get
at this mid -point, the potentiometer P1 is
connected as.shown, and the .

grid lead, being connected to
the movable tapping, can be
adjusted until the mid -point
is found and the hum is
redifeed to a minimum.

The second potentiometer,
f2, is not so essential as F1,
but Is sometimes helpful .in
removing the last traces of
hum, especially if the recti-
fier is a 6 -volt valve, and the
smoothing circuit leaves
something to be: desired.
Here our object is. again 'to
get at a point which lies at
a potential midway between
the ends of the valve fila-
ment, which is heated 'by
alternating current, in order
to prevent the ripple which
this time 'finds its way
directly into the loud speaker
circuit, instead of on t.) the grid of the power
valve as in the circuit in which Plis employed.

Both P1 and P2 can be similar in value and
type to the potentiometer shown in Fig. 2(b).

The third potentiometer, P, serves an
entirely different purpose. being used to
provide different values of high-tension volt-
age for the different valves in the receiver.

(a) #2v- (b)
126.2.

The value of the whole resistance does
not matter a great deal within very wide
limits, but it must not be too low, for -a
current is flowing through it continuously
from the filament battery, and, of course,
the lower the resistance the higher the
current. A very usual valve is 400 ohms,
this being a suitable resistance for winding
with bare wire in the manner of the filament
rheostats with which we are all fan -Aar.

Volume Control.
Now take the case in which signals

received by a valve from a preceding
amplifier are too strong to be handled
without overloading, and consequently it
is desired to reduce the signal strength,
without de -tuning the set. Here again the
potentiometer comes to the rescue, for we
can tap off from it any portion we like of
the voltage available from the preceding
valve, by using connections similar to those
shown in Fig. 3, which assumes- trans-
former coupling.

The potentiometer consists of a resistance
connected across the secondary winding of
the transformer (i.e. across the full signal
voltage) With an adjustable tapping taken
to the following grid. Thus referring to the
diagram, if the resistance from A to C is,
for example, one quarter of the total
resistance A -B, then only one quarter of the
signal strength available from the trans-
former is actually applied to the valve grid.

In this case the potentiometer requires
to have a very high resistance, for if the
value were only, say, 400 ohms, as in the
ease of the circuit shown in ,Fig. 2 (b), it

-GB*
7.4 T 74,

5256

When a dry battery is employed for
supplying H.T. current, various voltages
can be obtained by means, of battery
tappings. In Fig. 4, A and B are the termi-
nals of the " battery," and in 'order to
obtain various voltages, a high resistance is
connected between these points, and
tappings-, 0, D, etc., are taken front .inter-
mediate positions. -

Alternative H.T. Voltage Tappings.
- Strictly speaking, this is not a potentio-
meter, but something between -that and a
rheostat, because some of the resistances are
directly in series with. the . anode currents
being supplied. For instance, if the resist-
ance A -C is one quarter of that between
A and B, and thktotal - voltage is 200, the
potential difference between C and B will
be 150 volts
- Any current flowing to a valve connected
to C, however, must pass along A C, with
the- =result that the 'voltage at C is still
further -reduced: by the amount spent in
driving the earient-through this resistance,
which, of course. depends upon the value
of the current.

The manner in which the potential is
-istributed thus depends largely upon the

pes of valve which are being fed with
current, and it is therefore desirable, if
possible, to design the potentiometer to fit
the particular circuit employed. Four or
five steps of 4,000 ohms each provide a
very useful control.
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Here are the finest Loud Speakers yet produced-
without one you have never heard radio as it really is.
Hear one of these Speakers to -day ; it will be a revelation.
Philips Loud Speakers have a world-wide reputation

behind them.
TYPE 2007, supplied in three different

Violet, black
black and goldiolet,

black and gold
Brown, black and gold

TYPE 2016, Mottled Red -

TYPE 2026, Grey -

colours :

£5 . 5 . 0
50/-

- 501..

PHILIPS
adio

ADVT. OF PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., RADIO DEPT., PHILIPS HOUSE, 145, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2. ArAsS36
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STRICTLY speaking, this set could quite
correctly have been called the
" Beginner's Wave -Change Receiver,"

since the scheme adopted is so free from
complications of any kind. This title was

was described last year in POPULAR \VIRE-
LiEss. The fact that this two -valve se'o
proved very popular indicates that the
circuit is quite a successful one in the
hands of the average operator.
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COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
Panel, 14 in. v 7 in. (Becol, " Kay -

Ray," Trolite, Ripault, Resiston, etc.).
Cabinet for same with baseboard 9 in.

deep (Cameo, Caxton, Arteraft, Ray-
mond, Pickett, Lock, Bond, Gilbert,
Makerimport, etc.).

1 -0005 variable condenser (Formo,
Lotus, Lissen, Igranic, Burton, Utility,
Dubilier, J.B., Cyldon, Pye, Colvern,
Ormond, etc.).

1 .0001 reaction condenser (Cyldon,
J.B., Lissen, Burton, Ormond, Igranic,
etc.).

I L.T. switch (Benjamin, Lissen,
Igranie, Lotus, Bulgin, Burne-Jones,
Wearite, Pioneer, etc.).

Two -pole double -throw switch (Utility
or similar type.).

2 Anti -vibration valve holders (Lotus,
Igranic, W.B., Bowyer -Lowe, Pye,
Formo, B.T.H., Burne-Jones, Wearite,
Burndept, Ashley, etc.).

Combined R.C. unit and valve holder
(Dubilier).

I -25 and 1 megohm grid leaks for
the above (Lissen, Igranie, Dubilier,
Mullard, Pye, Ediswan, etc.).

4 Single - coil mounts (Lotus, Peto-
Scott, etc.).

1 L.F. transformer (Ferranti A.F.5. in
set. Any good make, namely R.I.-
Varley, Lissen, Brown, Igranic,
Philips, Mareoniphone, Mallard, also
suitable).

1 .0002 mid, fixed condenser (Dubilier,
T.C.C., Listen, Mallard, Igranic,
Clarke, Goltone, Burne-Jones, etc.).

1 .0003 fixed condenser, with grid leak
clips (Magnum, Igranie, Lissen, T.C.C.,
Dubilier, Goltone, Clarke, Mallard,
etc.).

1 -001 fixed condenser (see above).
1 3-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,

Igranie, Ediswan, Pye, etc.).
1 H.F. choke (Dubilier, R.I.-Varley,

Listen, Igranie, Le wcos, Cosmos,
Ormond, Burne - Jones, Wearite,
Bowyer, -Lowe, Colvern, Climax, etc.).

10 Indicating terminals (Eelex, Igranic,
Burton, Belling and Lee, etc.).

2 Terminal strips, 7 in. . 2 in. and
3 M. x 2 in.

Tinned wire, battery plugs, screws, etc.

not chosen, however, since no efficiency has
been sacrificed, and it is, therefore, just
as suitable for the advanced constructor
who wants the maximum possible results.

The set derives its name from a two -valve
set with a similar tuning arrangement that

One of the great advantages of the set
is that apart horn the double -pole change-
over switch all parts are absolutely standard,
and are ones which the constructor is
likely to have among his components.

No centre -tapped nor " X " type plug-
in coils are required,
those of the
standard two - pi n
type being employed.
Actually there is
nothing special about
the switch, any sort
of D.P.D.T. one
being quite suitable.

The panel has been
kept as clear as
possible, all the ter -
annals being carried
on ebonite strips at the
back of the set in the
usual manner. You
may wonder why the
particular panel lay-
out employed was

*10.1\121
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chosen. The reason for it will be appre-
ciated, however, on examining the back -of -
panel photographs. The components on the
panel are so arranged that the wiring to
them is as short as possible, thus adding to
the efficiency of the set.

A Compact Layout.
The grid -bias battery is housed inside the

cabinet, and room is provided for two
9 -volt units, since it may be desirable to
employ a super -power valve in the last
position. Since two sets of plug-in coils
are required, extra space is taken up by
the tuning end of the set, and consequently,
in order to keep the set a reasonable size

.11111111111111111l1111111111111111111111111111!111111111111111111111111111111u

This receiver is a modern three -
valve version of one of the most
popular two-valvers published by
" P.W." last year. Its special
feature efficient wave -

change switch.

a compact layout is adopted for the com-
ponents on the baseboard.

This, incidentally, tends to make the
wiring short, which is very desirable. In
order to help keep the set compact, a com-
bined R.C.C. unit and valve holder is
utilised for the second valve.

The set has a high degree of selectivity,
a fact which may puzzle the reader at
first, since only two coils are provided
for each wave -band, and neither of these
has any taps. Therefore, as the two
sets of coils are quite separate, it seems
that direct coupling for the aerial must
be in use.
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You will find it interesting to endeavour to balance the tueoretical circuit against the actual connections. as shown in the photograph.
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This, however, is not, the case, as a close
study of the theoretical circuit diagram
will prove. It will be seen that a very
ingenious scheme is employed, in which
the reaction coil is also used as an aerial
coupling coil.

At first . this may appear to have the
drawback that the best size aerial coupling
coil may be either too large or too small
for smooth reaction control.

This possible difficulty is overcome by
providing a series aerial condenser, whiCh
may be put in and out of circuit by changing
the aerial lead from one terminal to another,
and also by providing a separate H.T.
tap for the detector valve.
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You get as high a degree of selec-
tivity on the higher wave -band as
you do on the lower with this easy -
to -build and powerful set.
Designed and described by A. S.
CLARK " P.W." Technical Staff.
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By adjusting the H.T. voltage on the
detector valve it is possible to alter the
ease with which it will oscillate, thus
altering the size of coil which will work best
as reaction. In actual practice, I have had
no difficulty whatever in choosing suitable
coils, which will give good signal strength
at both ends of the tuning dial, and which
give a smooth control of reaction round the
whole dial.

Smooth Reaction Control.
With reference to smooth reaction

control, the set seems to be very good in
this way, gradual control being obtained
even with voltages as high as 90 and 100

en the detector Valve. This is, of eourse,
recounted for to some extent by the fact
that the detector valve is followed by an
R.C. stage.

One end of all four coils is common, and
the change -over switch merely connects
the aerial and tuning condenser to the
desired set of inductances. Reaction is
controlled by means of a variable condenser
in the usual manner.

As a matter of fact, the circuit is really
One with Reinartz type reaction, in which
the aerial is joined to
one end of the reac-
tion coil instead of to
its own separate wind-
ing. Following the
detector valve are two
stages of low-fre-
qUency amplification,
the first being coupled
by the resistance -
capacity method, and
the second by means
of an L.F. trans-
former.

The amplification
from two such stages,
especially when a
really good LF. trans-
former is employed, is very great, and is
obtained with practically no distortion.
It is thus possible with this set to obtain
quite a number of stations at real loud-
speaker strength with sufficiently good
quality to make them really worth listening
to. It will be noted the two sets of coils
are arranged at right angles.

Avoiding Coil Coupling.
This is so that their fields will cut one

another at right angles also, and thus there
will be practically no coupling between
them. Although it is not likely that
trouble would be caused by the two sets
of coils becoming coupled, since one set is
always out of circuit,
it is as well to be on
the safe side. The
coils were therefOre
placed at right angles,
so that all possible
loss of efficiency is
obviated.

A list of all the com-
ponents required to
build this set will be
found on the page op-
posite this one. The
makes mentioned give
an indication of what
are suitable types and
class of components.

It is not, however, necessary to -keep to
one of those mentioned, as other parts of
good make and similar type may be
employed. Actually, the set is not critical
as far as components are concerned. The
plug-in coils have not been included in the
list, but suitable sizes are mentioned .
towards the end of this article.

Constructional Details.
The construction of the set is similar to

that of most other straightforward receivers,
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and there are no points which will be found
to present difficulty.

First drill the panel in accordance with
the drilling diagram, not forgetting to
reverse the positions of the holes, since
you will be marking out on the back of the
panel.

The dimensions of the terminal strips
can be obtained from the back -of -panel
diagram. When all the drilling is completed,
and the panel components and the terminals
mounted, the panel and terminal strips can
be screwed to the baseboard. If desired the
terminal strip can be cut to run right along

(Contintted on next page.)

The effective simplicity of both the front and back -of -panel designs of the " Tom -Tit " Three are clearly illustrated by these two photos.
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THE " TOM -TIT THREE.
(Continued from previous page.)

the back of the set instead of being in two
pieces and leaving a gap between them.

Now mount the components which go on

the baseboard. When doing this you should
follow the layout given in the back -of -panel
diagram as far as possible. It is very im-
portant when fixing the coil mounts and
first valve holder into position to see that
these are so placed that the coils and valve
will not touch.

To obviate any trouble in this direction,

it is as well to insert the coils and valve
when finding the suitable positions of the
coil mounts and valve holder on the base-
board. Do not forget that room has to be
allowed at the left-hand end of the base-
board (looking at the set from the back) for
two grid -bias batteries.

(Continued on page 174 )
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THE "-TITAN " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear SR-Having - just built up the " Titan "
Three, I should like to thank you for a wonderful
circuit, which is far and away better than anything
I have ever handled.

Tuning in stations is simplicity  itself-and the
quality is excellent.

The opinions of my friends are all alike-that it is
really a wonderful set.

One feels a trifle out of place when first handling
a set which requires least reaction at -the top of the
scale, but this soon comes just as easy as the other
way.

When I first built the set, I made my own coil
'unit; and although results were good on the long
waves, I came to grief on the short, for as soon as
I slmwed the slightest rein -Gen to the signal, it
vanished completely. There was a peculiar deadness
and leek of power anywhere on the short waves. So
I pi lied th coRout, and rewound it, again observing

 all your directions to a fraction. .

Oft inserting. this coil, things were as before-
deadness, and signals just audible L.S.

Op putting in a professionally Blade coil, things
were' as I wrote" earlier in this letter-simply fine.

Now, can you tell me where I blundered with that
short-wave winding ? Did I use thin spaces, 'and so
get too tight a coupling ?

You may guests I am curious on this point, especially
since I was so careful to get the coil right, as I thought.
Perhaps you will put me right.

Meantime, accept the good wishes of a regular
reader, and my thanks for the " Titan:"

Yours sincerely,
Hants. D. G.

[FanneomAn ,NoTE.-The symptoms our cor-
respondent repOrts seem to point very definitely

-to 'the -primary winding having been in the -wrong
direction. This is rather a tricky little point if one
has not had considerable experience of coil winding.
With a correct primary it should appear to be a
continuation of the secondary, working upwards
from the bottom. Another way of regarding it is
to look at the two upper ends of these windings;
these ends point in opposite directions, as though
they had been formedby cutting into one of the -
turns of a continuous winding. .

This, of course, is the correct definition of. two
windings in the same 'direction, and is a point upon
which many home constructors are not quite clear.]

The Editor, Portman WIP.ELESS.
Dear Sir,-As requested by you I beg to inderni

you teat. I have now received from Messrs. Paroussi
a very efficient coil.- The firm treated me very
fairly and frankly admitted that the coil first sup:
plied was wrongly wound. I gather there was
some ambiguity in the instructions you first iss tea
regarding tile winding of these ""Titan " coils, and that'
Messrs. Paroussi A Co. were not the only firm which
went astray. --However, whatever is the real story
of the coil, the one I have is quite all right, and th6
set as a n -hole is extremely good. It is, of course;
not very selective when compared with sets having
more than one. tuned circuit," but it is sufficiently
selective for 'all ordinary purpOsestowhile the quality
of its reproduction is extraordinarily good. It
separates RadM''Paria from 5N X on the long -wave
belt; while on the. 'Snorter, Wave -band it separateS

I, IN, Stuttgart, and Toulouse, and this is good
enough for nose, of; us. The " Titan "  Three ha,
here tb. keep. its end' -rip' against a Marconi Straight
Eight, 'amt a Silva- :Harahan Six, and it does it ex-
tremely The other evening We took the
Turin progiffinme for'an hour and a half, and the
quality of the output; was wonderful-in fact, qiiite
up to the very high standard of the Silver Marshall,
and. that is saying a lot.

I know very littlw about wireless, but I know
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" TITAN "H THREE.o

PIANO AS LOUD SPEAKER --
WHiTE PRINT N. 10-THE " P.W." i

"SUPER -SCREEN " THREE.
0

f Letters from readers discussing interesting and f
ii topical sinless events or recording unusual 4l,

#experiences, are always welcomed : but it
most be clearly understood that the publication
of such does in no way indicate that we asso-
ciate ourselves with the views expressed by our +
correspondents, and we cannot accept any

# responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.
*ss-.0--s.4-o-sp..-s.--4.--4.--s.--o-e--..-G-4.-e-4.--s--*

enough to congratulate you on a really good receiver.
Yours faithfully,

A. D. G. SHELLEY.
Guildford.

-[-EnrrogrAL NOTE.-We do not agree that error
in producing the " Titan " coil eau be attributed to any
ambiguity in our specification. Every manufacturer
has the opportunity of having his product tested and
approved by ourselves, and this should enable him
to be certain of an accurate model for prOduction
purposes,j

* We would suggest to our correspondent that
this is not quite a fair basis of comparison.. Our
claim fors this set is that it is unusually selective for
a type incorporating only one tuned circuit.

. THE " P.W." " SUPER -SCREEN " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having read what so many of your
'readers have to say about their sets that they have
built has.made me write to let you know about my
Set-the " Super -Screen -Grid " Three. Long may
It reign and receive. it is the second receiver that
I have built, and it is the admiration and envy of all
my friends. I have an indifferent aerial slung between
he chimneys, but I can get over thirty stations on
II -Cloud speaker. I get Budapest, Katowice, Rome,

Lyons, Madrid. Barcelona, and Nurnbur in among
others. As for selectivity, I get 5 G B, Lyons,
Langenbcrg, Milan, and Berlin absolutely clear of
each other. Have also had Rabat. Morocco, on the
speaker: I amusing Cessrw valves throughout--
2-voVers. Have all the stations charted, and the'
set is so easy to handle that; my boy, aged nine, gets
any station that they ttlgalte when I run away. If
there are any sceptics they can come and listen to sit
any evening. While writing this we are listening to
'an operatic broadcast from -Rome (" Pagliatim "I.
One thing I would like you to do, and that is-devise
some means to utilise dual -range coils so as to do away
with coil changing and make the set " super perfect.
I Might say that I built the cabinet myself with six-

- wood, an it Mikis the batteries and accumulator ;
22 in, by 16-ia. by 10 in. -'

Wishing you every success and mare circuits like
above.
- Yours'

' Brighton. . JOSEpll LITMAN.

THE " TITAN " COIL.
, The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear SR-Having tried out three or four circuits
incorporating -your standard, broadcast -wave eared

'loading coils, have found out that by, aking the
bottom end of the aerial winding to the 216 -tuna

connection instead . of the 0 cont.-11mi on the
loading coil, Fget louder signals by far' than when I
connect up as per your diagrams. This method in
no way alters the short-wave connections or circuit,
but on long waves brings the aerial tap to the grid
end of the coil instead of the earth end, as in Your
method. I wonder if any POPULAR WIRELESS reader
has dope a similar thing and got improved reception ?
I am going to try the ehangesrger out on a Standard
" Titan Coil unit working in a " Titan " Three set,
to see if I can. get more volume on the long waves,
although there is volume and stations enough to
satisfy most people, I should think. Congratulations
to yon on having turned out such a fine set. Would
a neutralised H.F. valve work in place of the screened -
grid and give moderate results ?

Yours truly,
J. OWENS.

CO. Durham,
lEnitrogua NOTE.-This is an interesting example

of what can he done ha specially favoured localities
where selectivity is not a serious consideration, and
a good deal can be sacrificed to get sensitivity. What
our correspondent does, of course, is in effect to
connect the circuit to the older form of direct -coupled
aerial arrangement, which may give sufficient
selectivity for such localities as his, but would
scarcely be adequate when the user has to contend
with the " local station " problem.

Regarding our correspondent's final inquiry :
this 'would be very difficult, and would involve a
good deal of drastic alteration.

PIANO AS LOUD SPEAKER.
The Editor, -POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear have read in the current issue of
POPULAR WIRELESS a letter from your correspondent,
Herbert A. Bower, concerning the use of his piano as
loud speaker. I would like to mention, however,
that, although your correspondent says that there is
HO trace of " boominess " on the low notes. this is
most likely causel by the natural sympathetic
quality of the piano strings, which would have the
effect of giving the real notes more definition. There-
fore, the reproduction he is now getting cannot, of
course, be true.

To illustrate my argument I suggest that your
correspondent should sing on to the piano strings and
then sualdmrly. He will notice the piano actually
reproduces the same note as he himself was singing.
This peculiar property is known as resonance. and,
as will be seen, is apt -to be rather misleading.

Yours truly,
E.1. S. F. DUNMORE.

LOOPING THE LOOP.
The Editor, POPULAR Wikktggs.

Dear Sir,-When will some enterprising individual
market a making the ends
wires In the days when piano wire was the
principle -ingredient in snaking aeroplanes I dis-
tinctly remember coming across a pair of " pliers "
which did the job " in one." What about it ?

Yours faithfully,
Cl. M. PART.

Woking; Surrey.

WHITE PRINT No. ILL
The Editor,' POPI7LAP. WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-iii lit I say. sirs, I sin very grateful for
above. I dill it -rrcrnt-livingabout twotaud a half
inilcsfrool Neuicastle Ii N 0). I can get now what,
I have been wanting for a long time. I have put' in
place of the 0-rim-Atte resistance a-spotentiometer
(400 ohms}' and 0003 fixed for -0002, and I Gur
work my speaker on 40230 volts, (2 -volt Millard
valves, L.F. and H.F.) Me coils re 73 aerial and
SO reaction; tuned in with condenser.

Roll them out more White Print, please.
NeWeastie-on-Tyne, C WILTE

AM afraid the list of international
I prefixes that I gave a few weeks back

was not perfectly complete or correct.
Since its publication I have noticed the
following discrepancies ; Chile is apparently
using C E, not C A

'
- Uruguay has started

using C X instead of C W ; Pertiiras arrived- -
on -the air with the prefix 0 A ; South
Africa is using Z S, Z T and Z U ; and India
appears to be using both V T and V U.

Just to. lend a spice of variety to the
programme I thought I would put a small
reception -test before, our regular short-wave
enthusiasts, in the following form who
can claim to have heard the greatest number
of BI itish Colonies, Dominions and Protec-torates 't .-

I have an idea myself of the maximum
number " heatable," and should he' picatly
interested to' know whether anyone has
reached it. The results should make
interesting reading for regular followers

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

*
of this column. Please send in lists to

W L. S.," c/o The Editor.
There are now at least four active

telephony stations in Java, working on
wave -lengths from 15 metres upwards.
The old calls A N E, A, N F, etc., have been
changed to I) t E, PL F, P L G and P L
P L J works on C.W. on about 19 metres, I
believe. What a hive of activity Java
seems to be for a relatively small part of the
world, I `think it must be that "that
Philips feeling " is the cause of it all ! '

.I am collecting all the data I can on the

regular broadcast transmissions on short
waves, and here again I should 'greatly
welcome any information that readers can
forward. It is quite impossible for' me to
listen for 24 hours every day. and- it is 'celtain
for this reason that someone or other will
have at some time picked up an interesting
transmission that I must have missed.

Incidentally, there are rather few short-
wave broadcasts that can really be termed
" regular " nowadays. Doubtless things
will improve in this direction later on, but all
schedules seem to be biaen'Up fn.:an time to
time without previous notice.

Naturally, on short waves it is impossible
to arrange a schedule that can be usefully
kept all the year round, on account of the
variation in the best time for reaching any
particular spot. It seems to me that future
short -Wave broadcasters 'will have to have
a " sliding -scale" schedule, the variable
factor being either time or wave -length.
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FROM THR TE,CHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

TWO NEW EKCO INSTRUMENTS.
AS usual E. K. Cole, Ltd., of Leigh -on -

Sea, are this year well in the van
with mains devices, one of their

latest productions being the " Ekco-lectric
Straight Three." This receiver, which is
supplied for either D.C. or A.C. mains,
derives all its power from the light socket.
No batteries of any kind are necessary.

You gig it into the mains just as you
would an electric iron or carpet sweeper.
It is in every way a very excellent proposi-
tion. First and most important, it is
completely safe and conforms with the
I.E.E. recommendations., It is enclosed
within a metal casing and everything
seems to have been done to eliminate possi-
bility of accidental shocks.

The A.C. version of the new " Ekco " H.T. Unit.

The metal cabinet by the way, has an
artistic dark brown crystalline finish having
something of the appearance of art leather.
It is quite a break -away from conventional
practice, though none the less pleasing.
The circuit is a Det., 2 L.F. (resistance
and transformer), and it is interesting to
note that a super -power_ valve is used in
the last stage. The whole circuit appears
to have been designed for quality repro-
duction. The controls embody two slow-
motion dials, one for wave -length tuning
and the other for reaction control. Sockets
are fitted for a gramophone pick-up. A
further refinement is the provision of a
volume control.

The set will operate a moving -coil loud
speaker on the local station or Daventry
and, indeed, some of the more powerful
continentals. By the way, we must not
for,get to mention that a wave -change
switch is fitted enabling one to go over
from 240-550 to 1,000-2,000 metres in
an instant. The set is a remarkably
stable one to handle and there is no hum.
It has ample selectivity.

From all this you might gather that the
outfit is a hundred -guinea model, and will

no doubt be surprised to learn that the
D.C. type costs only 19 guineas, and the
A.C. 21 guineas complete with valves and
including royalties. This does, indeed,
seem good value for money.

The other new Ekco production is an
H.T. unit, the model 3 F.12. This unit is
suitable for sets up to three valves, and its
special feature is that it has a screened -
grid H.T. tapping. It is just, the sort of
unit required for a set such as the "Titan"
or the Cossor " Melody Maker."

It has three voltage tappings, one of 60 -
volts at two milliamps, approximately, for
the detector, another providing 120 to 150
volts for the L.F. stage and a low -current
high -voltage tapping for the supply for a
screened -grid valvb. The price of the D.C.
model is £1 17s. 6d.

The A.C. model costs £3 18s. 6d., and
this employs a valve rectifier. We have
tested the A.C. model and find it completely
satisfactory in every way.

COLUMBIA "LAYERBILT " BATTERIES.
Regarding the Columbia " Layerbilt "

battery, to which we referred recently,
we have received an interesting letter from
Messrs. J. R. Morris explaining the novel
construction in some detail.

" The standard type primary cell consists
of a pressed zinc can in cylindrical form
with a round carbon electrode placed in
the centre, held in position by the usual
mixture of depolariser, etc., and sealed with
wax or pitch.

"On the other hand the Layerbilt ' Cell
is constructed in flat form. It consists of
a layer of zinc to which is annealed h thin
layer of carbon forming the
positive electrode. A thick
layer of depolariser is then
introduced and this is
insulated from the zinc
(negative) electrode by
impregnated paper. To
this zinc electrode is
annealed the positive elec-
trode of the next cell, and
thus the battery of cells is
built up without external
connections of any descrip-
tion.

" By this construction a
greater quantity of active
material can be packed into
a limited space and, of course, the possibility
of internal high resistance through doubtful
soldered connections is entirely eliminated.
Undoubtedly the greatest advantage in this
construction, however, is in the balancing
of the quantities of elements.

"In a _cylindrical cell the zinc electrode
must necessarily act as a container, and

therefore the amount Of zinc used is deter-
mined not so much by its electrical necessity
as by the size of the cell. In the same way
the carbon electrode, which in thecylindrical
cell is a thin pencil, by the, tayerbilt '
construction is spread out into a thin sheet
of equal surface area in opposition to the
zinc electrode.

"These are the apparent differences, but,
of course, there are other important points
in the construction which we cannot briefly
describe. The fact remains, however, that
this Layerbilt ' construction actually
gives 35 to 52 per cent more service. In
other words, if exactly the same quantities
of materials were made up in flat and
cylindrical form, the Layerbilt ' battery
would have 35-52 per cent greater capacity."

Traders and manufacturers are invited
= to submit radio sets, components, and

accessories to the "P.W." Technical
-24 Department for test. All tests are

carried out with strict impartiality,
under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are asked
Tifto note that this weekly feature is in-
tended as a reliable and unbiased guide
as to what to buy and what to avoid.
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A DUAL RANGE COIL.
S. W. Scott & Co., radio tuner manufac-

turers, of Lothian Road, London, S.W.9,
who will be remembered by " P.W." readers
as regular " P.W." . advertisers of an All -
wave Tuner Unit, have produced a new line
in the " Little Wonder Dual Range Coil.
This coil retails at 10s. 6d., including a push-
pull switch and full instructions for fitting.

The coil is wound on a ribbed ebonite
former. The. low -wave winding is carried
out in green silk wire, and the reaction and
high wave in red silk -covered wire. The
coil is very easily mounted on the baseboard
by the two feet provided, and the six ter-
minals are arranged around the base, acces-
sibly but so positioned that the wires going
to them can be set well down.

The aerial terminal is taken to a tapping
on the low -wave coil. The wave -length
ranges covered by this coil are 200 to 600
metres, and 1,000 to 2,000 metres. This is
when a .0005 mfd. tuning condenser is used.
It will be gathered from the fact that the
over-all height is 4 in. and the diameter 3 in.

The " Ekco-lectric Straight Three," an " All -Mains " Receiver due to
E. K. Cole, Ltd., which incorporates many modern refinements.

that it makes a very small and neat com-
ponent. On test we found it quite satis-
factory. There was good selectivity on the
lower range, although the upper range
showed a slight flatness, as was only to be
expected. Fortunately, there is for the most
part a moderately wide station separation
on these lower frequencies.
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e vasiele of the new
-001,314G- LEE

1,16 and Socket
NAME

FRAY
RIPPED

GRIPPED

SOCKET WELL
SHROUDED

PLUG WELL
SHROUDED

This eagerly awaited product in-
corporates several unique advan-
tages. High-voltaae and low -voltage
plugs are not interchangeable-a
safety device whirl. prevroLs any
possibility of valves being burnt
out. The whole product is beauti-
fully finished and insulated
throughout. Made by the makers of
the famous Belling -Lee terminals.
Price 9d. (Panel portion 3d.
each : flex oortio^ ad. each-)
Ask for the new Belli tw-Lee insulated
Wander 1515B-tke first Wander
Mad nn the market to be ,,nara red_

Choice of 14 e 11,1 ravings.

NAME

NO SOLDERING

BELLING -LEE
Adrt. of BELLING & LEE, Ltd., Queensway Works,- Ponders

End, Middlesex.

The new D.X. Tone Arm,
which is also particu-
larly suitable as a pick-
up carrier, is especially designed
to ensure that the needle is always
in the most accurate alignment
with the grooves in the record
through the whole of its travel.

TEE AUTO TRACK FEATURE.
The sound -box end of the tone -
arm is pivoted and its angle is
controlled by a lever attached to
the radial spring seen at the side
of the tone arm. This ensures
perfect reproduction and mini-
mum wear on the record, thus
prolonging the life of the record
indefinitely.

for all
modern
gramophones

(Patent applied for).

AUTO TRACK.
Note the feature-
how the needle is kept
always on correct
alignment whether at
the beginnIng or end
of the record.

NOTE that the radial
spring referred to can be
adjusted so as to allow
the sound -box to bear
with just the right weight
on the record-a very im-
portant feature, portico-
larly when you wish to
try different sound -boxes
cr electrical pick-ups.
The D.X. Auto Track

Tone Arm

10'6 Post
free.

D.X. COILS. LTD- 542, KINGSLAND RD., LONDON, F.8
Telepht.ne: Ctisscid 3599

Have you heard the

BLUE IPOT 66A

brother to the
famous 66K?

The Blue Spot 66A is exactly the same as the
wonderful Blue Spot 66K Unit but without the
adjusting device. In particular the 66A is the
Ideal unit for the portable set because it haf
been adjusted by experts to the very closest
possible limits, and requires no further atten-
tion whatever to reproduce the finest quality
of music or the purest form of speech.

It will give splendid results on any normal
H.T. voltage, and is one of the most sensitive
units available. Price 21 /6.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,
204-6, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.)

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales :
H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD._ 100,
LONDON ROAD, SHEFFIELD; 185, PRINCESS

STREET, MANCHESTER.
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RP BROWNIE are now producing
2,000 Dominion Vernier Dials

a day. That is why it is possible
to offer this high-grade dial at the
wonderful price of 3 6.
The mechanism is a special non -backlash
design with a reduction ratio which makes
fine tuning easy without becoming tedious.
Finished in plain black or beautiful:),
grained mahogany Bakelite.

ROWN,C;
Nelson Street Works, London, N.W.1.

ADIOTORIAL
Editorial communications to be addressed

to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tanis House, 'laths Street, London, E.t.;.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to he

addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H.
Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4."-, The constructional articles which appear from
time to time in this journal are the outcome Of
research and experimental work carried Out with
a view to improving the technique of wireless

receivers. As much of the information Given in the
columns of this paper concerns the most recent develop-
ments in the radio world, some af the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of Letters
Patent, aria the amateur and the trader would be welt
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
pa tents before doing so,

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

FINDING THE POLARITY OF A LOUD
SPEAKER.

M. J. W. (Norwich).-" The loud speaker
lied two cords, one red and one black. But
without my permission these were taken -off,
and now I don't knew which way to connect
the thing up again. I remember reading a
description of how to do this very easily in
P.W.,' and should he glad if you could

give me this, as I do not want to ruin the
speaker by connecting up wrongly."

The easiest method of determining which way
round the speaker should be connected is the follow-
inc:

Connect up the receiver, switch on the Mud speaker,
and carefully adjust the speaker's screw or lever
until you hear the rattling which indicates that the
diaphragm is now touching the magnet. Now vety
carefully and delicately alter the adjustment so that
the diaphragm just clears the magnet and does not
quite touch even with quite a strong 'signal.

Then, without altering anything else, reverse the
loud -speaker leads, and one of two things will happen.
Either the reproduction will sound just as good (or
possibly weaker to a slight degree) or else you will
once again hear the rattling noise, showing that the
diaphragm and the magnets are touching. It you
do hear this noise, then the connection you have at
that time is the correct one, for it shows that in the
way you have just joined up the leads the steady
current is tending to help the magnetism and there-
fore is exerting a greater attraction than before

(Continued on page 168.)

WEA
COMPONENTS

TITAN SETS
Titan 3," "Titan 2," "Titan Tuner," " Radiano"

s. d.
" TITAN " COIL UNIT (Immediate delivery from stock)
H.F. CHOKE - - - - - -
L.T. WAVE -CHANGE SWITCH, G 23 -
L.T. SWITCH, G 22
Jo 2c 7 COPPER SCREEN
PA XOLIN PANEL, MAHOGANY

BLACK, DRILLED - - - - -
PAXOLIN STRIP, MAHOGANY

BLACK, DRILLED
STANDARD LOADING COIL - -

OR

OR

GRID BIAS BATTERY CLIPS. PER PAIR

METAL SCREENS FOR ALL CIRCUITS

WAVETRAP, as recommended by Mr.
Kendall in February gth issue - each

WRITE FOR LISTS.

15 0
6 6

6
O

1
1
4

6 6
1 97 6

iOtn A.'6
or, e

esi
,inizsbtecao

PORTABLE GRAMOPHONE

15 0

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
Telephone

Tottenham 3847-3841 740, High Rd., Tottenham, N.17

(ITONIA)
and 15 H.M.V. Records, 10", own selection,
for £1 Deposit and 10 Monthly Payments of 9%

We stock all H.M.V., Columbia, Dulcetto,
Parlophone, Itonia, and Edison Bell
Records and Machines. Any supplied on
our easy payments terms. Write for details.

PORTABLE RADIO SETS

McMichael Screened Grid Super Four. The
best yet offered to the public ..

Selector V, in Blue Leather Case, complete

Selector Screened Grid III, in Oak Cabinet
Marconi V, Walnut finish, complete ..

35 Gns.
30 Gns.
20 Gns.
28 Gns.

We specialise in Gramo-Radio requisites and welcome your enquiries.

Our Catalogue is free on request, or by post 6d.

(THE BE/T IN THE WE/T)
19 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON.W.C.2.
%Veloric: (21,t0r2)/62,4rit 00215ied 0912 Z7r0slafn5 gille.s.kvaltdml.tonelat
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Ask to hear a
69 PHANTESTRA "

the guaranteed
Loudspeaker

r ET a Phantestra Loudspeaker
s" -the best in the world for
these reasons :-
1. New patented features give it

greater sensitivity yet render
overloading almost impossible.
It is thus uniformly exquisite
in tone.

2. It is of unusually beautiful
appearance. The unit itself is
unique in design.

3. It gives ' Straight line " re-
production over the whole
musical scale.

4. It is unaffected by dust or
climatic conditions.

5. With any good wireless set it
gives greater volume and in-
finitely purer reproduction

AND
6. It is guaranteed for 5 years

against defective material or
workmanship.

Prices from £6 - 6 -0

PHANTESTRA (RENN'S GRAMOPHONE & WIRELESS) LTD.,

221/2, CAZENOVE ROAD, LONDON, N.16
Telephone; Clissold 0136, 6614, 0203.

COODMANS
CHASSIS CONE ASSEMBLY
WITH THIS COMPLETE
ASSEMBLY YOU CAN
CONSTRUCT IN A FEW
MINUTES, a Loud -Speaker
surpassing all your expecta-
tions ! ANY GOOD UNIT
YOU MAY HAVE-GOOD-
MANS, " BLUE SPOT,"

TRIOTRON," or ' BUL-
LEN, can be used. TWO
MINUTES only-and the
Unit is fixed in place, by
the unique Cleat and Wing -
nuts. The complete As-
sembly is then ready for
fixing inside your Cabinet,
or to a Baffle Board, with
three screws. Lugs are
provided on the outer
Ring. SIMPLICITY OF
CONSTRUCTION A N D
ASTOUNDING RESULTS
are assured.

Overall Diameter
101 in.

1616 Complete
(Ready for

Mounting Unit.)

This assembly is definitely ahead of all others
t is fitted with a fully licensed GOODMANS Seamless Cone, made and
reated by entirely new and absolutely exclusive doping processes, render-
ng it remarkably sensitive, and capable of reproduction of a fidelity
and brilliance usually associated with the Moving -coil type Speaker.

Alternatively, supplied with Cone Kit (cut out Kraft Cone, suspen-
sion Leather, Cone Bush and Mounting Ring).
As exclusively used in P.W. Purity Cone. Dec. 22nd, 1928, issue. 1419 inclusive.

Illustrated descriptive Leaflet on request.

C27 FARRINGOON ST.LONDON.E.C.4

Telephone-CITY 4472.

OODMAN

YOUR BATTERY -OPERATED SET CONVERTED TO ALL -ELECTRIC WITHOUT ALTERATION

NO H.T. BATTERIES. NO ACCUMULATORS.

Reg. T.M. 469,545 WIRING DIAGRAMS-

SOME OPINIONS.
it. D. Paul, 265, Nerbury
Crescent, S.W.16, Jan., 1929.
"Kit purchased f rout you Friday
I wired up in 30 minutes.
Results perfect. Dead silent
background. I congratulate
you.
J. P. Hargreaves, 12, Caunre
Street. Blackpool. Aug. 1928.
" Received previous set, of
components safely, and made up
the unit, it works a treat, and
not the least trace of hum.'

H.T., A.C. UNIT.
200 volts at 3o in a
6 Variable Voltages,

£2 16 3
12 Variable Voltages',

£3 5 6

D.C. UNIT,
120 volts at 3o in:a

f1 1 9

MADE IN AN HOUR. GUARANTEED FOR A YEAR.

" RADCROIX " All Power Unit.

FREE OF CHARGE

ALL POWER
UNIT.

For 2 Valve Set.
£3 0 0

For 3 Valve Set,
6 Variable Voltages.

£3 9 3
For 6 Valve Set

12 Variable Voltages,
£3 18 6

Reg. D3s. 711,404

SOME OPINIONS.
F. W. Taylor, 33, Burnt',
Waite Road, Liverpool. Feb.,
1929. " I might. add I have
already built the Rad-
eroix " All Power 'Unit, and
consider it a flue unit."
P. Morton, 12, Ford Street,
Durham. Aug., 1929. " The
goods are of high order; I
am delighted with them."

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY, 103, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

Use the EFFICIENT PANEL

Registered Trade Mark

For the " TOM -TIT " THREE
"Titan" Sets and all other popular circuits.

The original BECOL Low Loss
Former made in sizes I in. up to
4 in' outside diameter in lengths

up to 36 in.

Write for BECOL Handbook on
Wireless Circuits, giving full data
on windings and illustrations.

Price 4d. post free.

DO NOT BE PUT OFF WITH AN IMITATION, LOOK FOR TRADE MARK

Sole Makers 
THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

LISENIN PATENTED POSITIVE
CONE GRIP PLUGS. SOCKETS,

SPADE ENDS, ETC.
Famous the world over
for utmost efficiency and
hardest wear and tear.

SAFETY PLUG
FOR. MAINS

*2°
OR F RE E

BANANA PLUG
AND SOCKET

4°

1P, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
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DIE lleiENKM a-
& Why the tens of IS

thousands who listen- '17-'

in praise Celestion.

INCOMPARABLY
SUPERBOBV,

British Materials. British
Craftsmen. British Through-
out. Thorough testing. Such
a combination is essential
to produce an instrument
which can definitely rank
as "Incomparably Superior"

CELESTION
THE VERY SOUL OF MUSIC

The only sure Proof of our State-
ment is to hear Celestion yourself
You can do is without obligation at

any goes Wireless Dealers, or at our
Showrooms. Models range from
.0.10.0 in oak or mahogany.

Made under Licence.

The new Celestion Booklet is free and
gives you briefly and interestingly all
particulars. Mail the coupon below

-for your copy now!

CELESTION LTD. (DEPT. B
KINGSTON - ON  THAMES.

Showrooms:
106, VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON, S.W. 1

Model C.14.

-EC
'=- WHEN A BETTER LOUD -SPEAKER

'Ili Pis MADE - CELESTION WILL

-213

MAKE IT.

f.fig- Please send me a copy of the New Celestion
Booklet i Pest to Celestial, Ltd. (Dept. B),

Kingston -on -Thames.

'r71-1-i3 NAME
Rig71

ADDRESS
Eel

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 166.)

which is what you want it to do. So all you need do
now is to readjust yottr diaphragm a little so that
it is cleared once more, and you will be sure that
your connection is 'right . for this particular loud
speaker. -

If, however, as previously mentioned, the repro-
duction sounds practically the same, then it is possible
that your first adjustment is the correct one ; but
to check this you must readjust the loud -speaker
diaphragm until it just touches once more, and then
set it back until it is just clear again: Now reverse
to the original connections and you should get. the
rattling noise referred to, 'confirming that these con-
nections are the correct ones.

CONSTRUCTING AN INDOOR AERIAL.
" MAC " (Dundee).-=-" As it is quite out of

the question for me to use an outdoor aerial
in the garden, I wish to know the best method
of putting up one inside the house. I like the
look of the diamoncl-shaped little aerials best,
ill111111111i111111116111111161111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111N

" P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

Is four Set " Going Good "?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has
appeared, and is spoiling your radio
reception ?-Or one of the batteries
seems to run down much faster than
formerly 1-Or you want a Blue Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped
to assist our readers, and offers an
unrivalled service. -

1- 7.=

Full details, including scale of charges,
can be obtained direct from the Tech-
nical Query Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS,
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do: On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you
free and post free immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what in-
formation we require to have before us =
in order to solve your problems.

51111M11161111111111111111111111=111111111111111111111111111111111111h7

but I am told that they are only suitable for
use with valve sets. Is that so, and if so, what
is the best type for a crystal set ? "

When using a crystal set it is essential to get as
much energy as possible into it from the aerial, amid
as the pick-up of a frame aerial is extremely small
a good indoor aerial' will give far better results.

To construct; this you must first of all find a
suitable -site inside the house. Generally, the best
place to have such an aerial is near the rafters if you
-are placing the set -somewhere not too far from the
top of the house, and if you can get through a trap-
door. Failing this, a long hallway or passage will be
O.K., and as a host resource the wire can be stretched
across the room. The objection to this in -most cases
is that by utilising' the room considerably less span
is generally available.

If you can get into the space underneath the roof
run three long wires across this space at a distance of,
say, two or three feet from each other. At the far
end each of these three wires can be affixed to separate
insulators suspended from a wall or rafter.

At the near end the three wires arc joined together
and taken down to the set in as direct a line as
possible. It is important to keep the aerial wires
themselves, and the down lead, as far away from
the walls, beams, etc., as possible. Where they have -
to pass, for instance, through a wall, they can pass
straight through it.- Do not run an aerial close to a
wail or ceiling for a greater distance than is absolutely
necessary.

a passage or hall is not available to fix up the
aerial and it must be placed in a small room, it is
sometimes advisable to try the effect of different
shapes. Sometimes the pick-up from a broadcasting
station may be greater if the aerial is round and round
a picture-rail;whilst at other places we find zigzag
fashion, from one side of the ceiling to the other,
gives better results. Much depends upon the situa-
tion of the house and that of surrounding buildings,
etc., so that the only way of determining the most
satisfactory method of arranging an indoor aerial is
to experiment with different forms until the best
solution is found.

:2.

TO. PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range,
PETO SCOTT offer YOU Every knoll:it
Radio Receiver or Component-all on

EASY TERMS
The following list is merely representative,
and we ask you to fill in the coupon below

or send us a list of your requirements.
" Titan " 3. Complete kit of components. Send
'only 10/, balance in 11 monthly instalments
of 13/1.

Cossor Melody Maker. Send only 10/-, balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 14/7.

Mullard Master Three Star. Send only 10/-,
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 15/3.

Leading Makes of H.T. Eliminators from 4/7
down, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 4/7.

Celestion C.12 Speaker. Send only 13/4,
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 13/4.

All Leading Makes of Portables from 21/ -
first payment.

Exide 120 volt H.T. Accumulator, 2,500 mitt
hours. Send only 6/11, balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 6/11.

Build your own set the Easy Way NOW I
Our Catalogue contains all leading makesof Receivers, Accessories. Hits of Com-ponents for the Home Constructor.
Mail Coupon in unsealed envelope under id. stamp.

1111111111

PETO SCOTT
Please send me your big Illustrated Lists.

RARE

CO.,
LTD.,

ADDRESS

P.W., 13/4.
MINE SW 1M NINO a II MIMIC El III NI INIMINOCffIle12

Pree DerconstraCons and Advice by Qualified Engineers
at our Shops :-

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.

4, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-C17M-

HARDY, MANCHESTER.

Phone :
Tottenham 3911!2

Complete
with 2 Coils

GNS.

A.M.I.A. E.
A .M.i.C.E.

A.M. I. E .E.

A BOOU YOU MUST NOT MISS .!

ree

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is the most
complete hand -book on Engineering Exams. and Courses
ever produced. It describes over 60 Exam. and home study
courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical.Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRE-
LESS.
We ALONE Guarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE"
This book should be in your hands-it is a mine of Valu-
able information and advice. We offer it FREE. - Write
for your copy now, stating branch or Exam. which is
of interesi.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOCY,
101, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford St., Londom
IMPORTANT- NOTE NEW ADDRESS
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tov AttirAG E Or Eixo.
att. cos,, Coils and Listen With tita,.

ect.* Ve%'

Ifre

IMPROVED RECEPTION t' the fit

Q.A.S. COIL
CENTRE TAPPED for the " Mullard

Pat. No. 271384 Master 3*"

SUPER COIL
Pat. No. 285723

THE LEWCOS
STANDARD

LOADING COIL
can be purchased through
all radio dealers. Suitable
for use in all circuits in
"Popular Wireless,"
where standard loading
coil is specified.

Price 716 Retail

BINOCULAR COILS
Pat. No. 277876

(R GO.)

RADIO PRODUCTS
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,

LEWCOS RADIO
PRODUCTS FOR/
BETTER RECEPTION

CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10
Telephone : Telegrams :

Waltharnstow 2531. " Lewcos, Phone, London...
Trade Counter and Cable Sales :

7, PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, E.C.1

SIX -PIN COIL

All Lcwcos medium -
wave coils have a
range of 235/550
metres and can thus
be used for any
station in Great
Britain.

IS THE
ONLY WORD
MAGNIFICENT is the only word

that does justice to the repro-
duction you obtain from our new
No. 99 Model.
Remember that our cradles are
made of girder section aluminium
castings, enamelled and burnished.
They are machined dead true and
hold the unit perfectly aligned in
a vice -like grip.
That is why our speakers can take
full output without a trace of
chatter and give such superb
results.
The wonderful success achieved
by our cradles and cones has
naturally attracted much competi-
tion and you should insist there-
fore on seeing the name Squire
embossed on the cradle.

Fredk.

SQUIRE,
24, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington,

London. N.16.

-ANNIE=

The' Squire
No. 99. Cradle
is supplied
ready assembled
with it 15 in.
triplex woven
cone and clamp-
ing board. Simply
add a Unit and baffle
board or cabinet.
In addition you got
a Squire Kraft Cone
Kit which you can
build up yourself.

PRICE 25/.
COMPLETE
55 in. Kraft Cone Kit
separately
No. 97. 9 in. 1 C /6
Cradle complete
g in. Kralft Cone Kit,

6

Little
before
mend

.1111101.0.

I

Saves
much
alter
spend

CLAIXITE
simplifies all soldering

FLUX ITE is sold
in tins, price 8d.,
1,4 and 2/8.
Another use for Fluxite:
Hardening Tools and
Case Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on
improved methods.
FLUXITE LTD.

(Dept. 324),
Rotherhithe,

S.E.16.

SOLDERING
SET COMPLETE

or LAMP
only, 2;6
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THE sointurk_
S 14SATI W

ASTOUNDINGLY
LOW PRICES

POSTAGE
FREE

ANY SIZE
CUT

WILITE FOR.
NEW FOLDER

Size Matt.
10 ins. x 8 ins. 1/8
12 ins. x 8 ins. 2/-
14 ins, x 7 ins. 2/1
16 ins, x 8 ins. 2/8 4/-
21 ins. x 7 ins. 3/1 4/8
Other Sixes ld.sa.ln. ldso.in. td.sq.in.
Above prices post free. is in. th ck. Free
from surface leakage. Will not fade
WRITE, CALL, OR 'PHONE CLERKENWELL 7553.

Agents' Addresses: -
JOHN HENRY SMITH 139, Anlaby Ri., HULL.
A. STREDWICR & CO..27, The Mkt. CHATHAM.
BOYNTON & CO., LTD. 73, Stalord St., WHAIll.

Smapics and Prices to Trail, DEPT. P.

Gloss
B2/6lack

3/-

VIOXSONI
MOORCATE E.C.2.

PATENT* TRADE MARKS.
Inventions Advice Handbook and Con-sultations FREE.-B. T. KING, C
Regd. Patent Office (G.B., U.S. & Canada),
146a, Queen Victoria Street, London. E.0.4.
43 years' references. 'Phone: Cent. 0692.

B . vice.

-....11 -7,-,-*'-P iti166,11).Turned up end pre-
vents top twisting
when screwing up.

ULLDOG

British made. Holes for
Pray. Pat. Grips like wander plugs,
29144/28.

Economisein H.T. Re-
place faulty
cells easily.Tappingseveryvolts. Gripslike a vice.
Guaranteed
electrical Con-

tact.

1f6
fostfree
in 1 Doz.
Lots and

Per Doz. over.

PROM ALL DEALERS
OR DIRECT TO -

Baiiog.
Finis

3/4
4t-
41
5/4
6/2

ATTER'

FOR FREE
SAMPLEenclose.

stamped -
address-

ed en-
v c I -
ape.

LIPDiscard Flimsy
Battery Clips

and at
BUL'LDOGIS. 945, Raeford Road, 8.12."'' CALYX MANUFACTURING CO.

P.W.. "HOLIDAY" TWO
CABINETS for this popular model, handsdmely
finished, hand french polished.

Mahogany finish .. .. £1 0 0
Solid Oak .. .. .. £1 3 0
Solid Mahogany .. . £1 6 0

Personal guarantee of satisfaction, or money back.
Carriane and Packing 3-- extra.

F. W. RAMSEY, 63, Shaftesbury Street,
LONDON, N.1. CLERK. 7139,
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PLEASE be sure to mention
,

' POPULAR WIRELESS "
when communicating with
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MAKING PORTABLE SETS.
(Gcntinned Pont pale I iltq

15 miles from your local station, unlesS
conditions are more than usually unfavour-
able.

When choosing a circuit for -this type Of
set, you need one which will give a -very
Einooth control of reaction. upon which
so much of the success of the set depends.
Also avoid -unnecessary refinements and
gadgets which only ccrupliente construction
and operation without adding to the
usefulness of the set.

A straightforward Circuit, such as that
of Fig. 4, Which for sensitivity and ease of.
operation is hard to beat, is one that I
can thoroughly recommend. The control
knobs of the. two condensers .and an on -off
L.T. switch can easily be arranged to pro-
trude slightly through holes in one side of
the case, so that the set can be work-ed
without opening the lid.

A Tetrode TwoNalver.
Another circuit which may be of more

interest to those of you who like something
a little out of the ordinary is that of Fig. 5.

Here we have two tetrodes, resiStancc
coupled, the first an A.P.412 R.C., and the
second an A.P.412 H,F. This -combination
gives very nearly as much amplification as

'the circuit of Fig. 4, reaction control being
particularly smooth, and works very -well
on only 40 volts H.T. You should have
no difficulty in making up a set of this
description* to weigh not mere than 9 lb.
all in.

A 5 -in; fibre case is a most convenient
size to use for a two -valuer, although it is -
possible to use -a slightly smaller one, but
the frame will not then be quite so efficient.
With the 15 -in. case the frame is best
made by winding 35 closely wound turns
of No. 26 wire, tapped at the twenty-eighth
turn for the filament connection, around the
wooden framework which slips inside the.
case.

A sketch of this framework is shown in
Fig. 6, giving suggested positions for the
various components. ' There is no need to
use an expensive H.F. choke a very satis-
factory substitute is an empty cotton -reel
wound -full of No. 30 D.C.C. wire. This
makes a . very compact choke which , is
practically as efficient for its purpose as
one you can buy.

Light -Weight Transformers.
Regarding the inter -valve transformer,

you will no doubt 'use one of those small,
light -weight components of modern design
.which are as efficient as many heavier early
models. For the circuit of Fig. 5, and, in
fa:et, for any transformer -coupled two-
.valver, I would suggest a 6 to 1 component
to be used with a detector valve having an
impedance between 10;000 and 20,000 ohms.
This will give you very good amplification
and quality on 'phones. Any general-
purpose valve will do for the second stage.

(Continved on lodge 172.) .
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inson FREE ff
 DURING APRIL AND MAY 
III A3 an advertisement, we are prepared to
 BUILD AND TEST ANY SET

FREE OF CHARGE
 The CustMier only pays for the Components, III
N Acceisorie and Marconi Roy-Ity.
II Take cdvantnge of this wonderful offer. le

Send AT ONCE and have your favourite
Rec iver built by Expees.

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET, MASTER Li
 THREE STAR, MASTER 5 Portable,

" ELISSEN 8.0.3, TITAN " THREE
and all " P.W." Sets.

P. R. P.
.7014

 EVERYTHINu WIRELESS lo
1111 COMPONENTS FOR ANY RECEIVER. 111
 All makes of PORTABLE SETS from 16 Guineas. 

Send a list of your reuthements
- BEST MONTHLY TERMS BY RETURN..

Cash Orders Promptly Executed.
 The icb.ro.P. Ltd.

(Dept. " P "), 121, OHEAPSIDE, E.C.2. ...11 Telephone: National 9846 11111.

&
TRANSFORMERS.30- L.F.,-H..L.T. for 22/6, 2216 chokes for

17:6. 5 years'guarantee, post free. Small L.F. or
choke,8 6. Satisfaction or money back.
C. W. EELES, 17, BRAMERTON STREET,

CHELSEA, LONDON.

PERFECT RECEPTION
depends on the efficiency of your -L.F. Trans-
tomer. Make sure that yott are obtaining the

very best results by specifying EUREKA.
Baby Grand No. 1 or No. 2, 1316. Concert
Grand No. 1, 1016; No. 2, 9/6. SmoothingChokes, Model "A," 10/6. All post paid. P.O.
to -day -Goods to -morrow. Money back if not

satisfied in 7 days. Sole Manufacturers:
L. PERSON & SON (Dept. 2),

63, Shaftesbury Street, London, N.1.
Eats), 1872. Trade supplied. 'Phone: Clerk. 7139.

WET gs.T. mATTEKicS--
Solve all H.T. Troubles

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL. -
EARS (waxed) 21" X 1/ sc. 1/3 sot.
ZINCS, new type led. doz. SACS 112 doz.
Sample doz. (13 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 5/1. post 9d,
Sample unit 6d. Illus. booklet tree

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30/-. 3 -VALVE SET 15
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Ros) '

STOCKWELL LONDON

nEAOPHONES REPAIRED 4, --
Transformers 5!-: Loudspeakers 4/.. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, gu ar anteed and ready

for delivery in 24hours.
Discount for Trade. Clerkentnell 9069.E. MASON, 44, East Rd.. City Rd., N.1.

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-
NOTE REDUCED PRICES:

*. TROMBA " THE WET H.T.
57-v. wired batteries, 15f11. 115-v. for multi -valuers,
35/9. NO EXTRAS. CARS. PAID. Send 1.9d, for
booklet, 6d. a cell, 1./- full range of sample,.
TROMBA ELECTRICAL Co. (Dept. W.). 91, Chalk Farm
Road, Camden Town, N.W.t. (Hampstead 0023).

--"TITAN" COIL PARTS
Unwound Set of Parts, complete 7/6
Wound. except Primary (16 turns) 8/6
Wound complete (assembled 5 minutes) 1 0 '-
Loading Coil only, ready wound 4/6

All post paid by return. Nothing more to bug.

FREDK. F. WARNER, A.111.1.R.E.
87, rdosuy STREET, MANCHESTER.

STANDARD HIGH TENSION No. 16217 " Daimon " Battery 60 volt with Grid Bias 7/3 each
No. 16219 " Daimon "Battery 100 volt with Grid Bias 1213 each

BATTERIES with GRID BIAS From all good dealers.
Is_ued by The Mandan, Company Ltd., -9 Whitecroas Street, London, E.C.I.
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Adel. Telegraph Coattenser Co., Ltd.,
it Faint Road, N. Arlon, W.3.
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7 0 HOME CONSTRUCTORS I
Build the Peerless "Resonic 2"

Anyone can build this set in 60 minutes. No drilling. No soldering. All
Wires cut and bent. JUST ASSEMBLE and then immediately enjoy the radio
entertainment which is of splendid tone and comes in at good loudspeaker
volume. Circuit allows use of standard valves (1 H.F & I Power). Blue Print

and easily followed Dia-

Vitt_ gram of Connections in-
cluded with every set.
Cabinet and full Kit sup-
plied in Carton.

0:15:0
Obtainable learn
all dealers or

THE BEDFORD ELEC-
TRICAL & RADIO CO.,
LTD., 22, Campbell Rd.,

BEDFORD.

MAKE YOUR WIRELESS CABINET THE OSBORN%
WAY --MACHINED READY TO ASSEMBLE.

No 191. A JACOBEAN WIRE-
LESS CABINET of a very neat
design, with panelled doors and
panelled ends, and a large spare
at the bottom for accumulators,
3 ft high, 2 ft. wide__ and 1 It.
4 -ins. deep. Opening at the front
and the top to take a panel 21 Ins.
x 7 ins. or 8 ins. A wooden frame
is supplied free should the size
of vont panel be smaller.
Machined ready to

assemble In Oak 01 15 0
Assembled In Oak,

ready to polish - 7 0
A polishmessedi bedak and E3 0 0n O_

CARRIAGE PAID.
Celt and see the actual erttele.

62 -Pope Catstoorte sent Post Free
on receipt of 3d in stamps to
PRP? B.,

CHAS A OSBORN. The Regent
Works Arlington
()pen to 7 30 p.m Saturdays, 4.30 p.m.
And at 21 Ease. Roagclatuirsdliaraygsto 9n,
,tree to 0 p

FAMOUS FORMO COMPONENTS as used in this

BUILD and OPERATE in Set and in ALL NOTABLE PUBLISHED CIRCUITS

.giussect

1928"

LOG CONDENSER 5 -
'0005 '00035 '00025

BRITISH
Components Throughout

Send for catalogue. THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

:-
TRANSFORMER -OUTPUT

"De Luxe" Model 6

FILTER CHOKE 25/- '00025 :Nag
COILS SG I & 2.

10,6 each

FORMO-DENSOR 2/ -
In four variable capacities

VALVE HOLDER 1/3
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RADIO FURNITURE MAKING PORTABLE SETS.
(Continued trout page 170.)

ADDS
BEAUTY

AND

QUALITY
TO

YOUR
Back Removed. ,-
Diagrammatic WIRELESSView only. ;

Adaptable to ALL Sets!
Radio's fine st beauty and quality combined with an ex-
ceptional VALUE! Where else can you obtain such fine
VALUE, -such sturdy construction, a Cabinet 'so well.
designed to MOUSE so snugly-those untidy, dusty
parts-batteries and trailing wires that passed as Sets
in the old days?
Modern and Stylish ! It has won high commendation
of the RADIO PRESS-Percy Harris, W. James-and
over 3,000 delighted users.

"RADIOLA" DE LUXE from E5.5.0
"POPULAR" from £3.15.0

CASU or EASY PAYMENTS. '

Send for Booktrt-pholographs and polished sum plcs-FELL!

PICKETT'S WIRELESS
CABINET
MAKERS

P.W. WORKS, BEXLEYHEATIL KENT

REPAIRS
Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE. MONTHS' OHARA/USE

with each repair. 41- Post Free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Rep urs " Dept.,

21.4, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

_EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments. Five years advertiser in "Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the pay-
ments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone Museum 1414. 0'. Portland St., W.1

Make.

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

The

I cEtcle
isrper Long Range

sat., lre PORTABLE
i he World's Greatest Entertainer

Balance can he paid on easy monthly instal Mr t, ,
graded to suit your pocket. Every YOURS fordescription of WirelessSets, accessories,
Loud Speakers, accumulators, etc., on
the easiest Terms, also Gramophones,
Records, etc. Illustrated Lists Free.

UMW
WIRELESS STORES

WALLINGTON SURREY

DOWN.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

I have already dealt with H.T. and. fila-
ment batteries above, so that.no more need be
said on that subject here. Lastly; provision
may be made for using a temporary aerial by
providing one or two tappings on the grid
coil portion of the frame, an earth terminal
being connected to filament negative.
Short -Wave Portables.

I wonder how many of You have ever
built a short-wave portable receiver
There is absolutely no reason .why you
should not do so,, quite a number of such
sets are used by amateur transmitters.
Even if it is a short-wave set there is no
need to be afraid of building it into a
suitcase.

It will work quite well. In fact, a short-
wave receiver very often works much better
out of doors on quite a small aerial, than
on your usual aerial. Remarkable results
are sometimes obtained during daylight,
when there are now nearly as many in-
teresting short-wave signals to be heard as
after dark.

In building such a set, preferably of the
two -valve class, extra care must, of course,
be given to the -layout, and we cannot
cramp up components so much as in .an
-ordinary portable. The layout of the coils
and tuning condensers and the detector
circuit is of -the most importance, the rest
makes little difference.
Very Versatile Receivers.

You can use any of the well-known short-
wave circuit arrangements, those with
". throttle "-controlled reaction being most
suitable. With the short-wave portable it
is better to arrange the controls to be
operated with the lid open, bearing in mind
that resting the case on the ground may
upset the operation of the set when out in
the open:

The enterprising amateur will not be at
a loss fcr ways and means of adapting the
set for medium -wave reception, and, given
a little extra care with the coil arrange-
ments, this makes a very versatile little set.

Si *

A slightly bent panel can be flattened by
sently warming it and placing it between flat
boards on which a heavy weight is standing
until the ebonite has thoroughly cooled.

Do not attempt to start drilling until the exact
point has been centre -punched on an ebonite
panel, or otherwise the drill will tend to wander.

OUNCINC
tem

eccive

TO ALL USERS OF THE
COSSOR MELODY MA.
KFR, WILLARD MAC -
TEA THREE.A.C.THREE-
SOME, 6'60 MYSTERY
RECEIVER, TITAN e

3 VALVES. Etc.

Many listeners have
EXPERIENCED DISAPPOINT -7,..\ SENT with reception owing to
the SHORTCOMINGS OFDRYBAT-\ experio outing with our well-

H.T. supply. We have been

known STANDARD PERMANENT
WET BATTERIES to produce a
model specially suitable for thi,

type of receiver, and can confidently
recommend our NEW TYPE F.6, as
being ideal for the work. Its specially

high capacity and ' NON RIPPLING "
FLOW OF CURRENT are factors that en-

sure satisfactory performance from these SUPER
SETS which demand SUPER H.T. This Battery

is guaranteed to give perfect results is SELF -REGEN-
ERATIVE, recharges itself overnishe ere LASTS OR
YEARS. Send NOW ter the FREI STANDARD BATTERY
BOOK. STANDARD BATTERY MODLL r. n .onsistin
of 84 No. 3 cells assem-
.-lei, in PA°, Co--
tainers with lid and all
accessories complete.
Cash ES 16s. 6d. or 13 5
aown a .. five equal
monthly payments of
13/5. Immediate de-
livery.

The Standard Wet
Battery Co. Dept.P.W.
1.04-18F, Shaftesbury
Avsnue, London. W.C.
Other voltage or ca-
pacity batteries on
application.

Stocked tip:
HaVord'e
Curry's Stores,
cf. Radio Dealers.
C yell or Deferred

SEND FOR BOOKLET.*
M.S.

RAPI0
PRODUCTS

This will not happen if you fit a B LC IN SAFETY
FUSEHOLDER and --COMPETA FUSE. They
safeguard your set at a minimum cost. Write
now for our catalogue which gives full wiring
instructions. Fuses can be- supplied, o*6 amps,
at 6d. each to fit the Fuseholder illustrated.
A. F. BULGIN & CO., 9-10-11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, L3alan, E.C.4.
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THE " TOM -TIT " THREE.
((,onfinue.q from page 161)

The set may be wired with any type of
stiff wire, .either covered or bare. In the

16-gaugeoriginal, hare tinned copper wire
was employed. Where convenient, wires
are taken as straight from point to point
as possible.

The Wiring Diagram. '

Right-angle bends are employed where
their use does not definitely lengthen the
leads, which, generally speaking, are quite
short The wiring is best examined in the
photographs, as since the Wiring diagram is
drawn as though the panel and baseboard
were in one plane, many of_the leads look
longer than they really are. One L.T. lead,:
actually runs under the L.P. transformer,
but it may not be possible to- do this with
all. makes --of L.F. transformer.

It is immaterial Which two coils are used
for short waves, and which for long, so long
as the tight reaction coil is coupled to the
correct aerial coil

The outside Coil, that is to say the one
nearest the edge of the baseboard, is the
reaction coil in both cases. For the long -
wave tuned coil use a No. 200, and for the
lower -wave tuned coil a No: 60. - -

The reaction coils intist be -found by trial.
In the case of the long- waves a No. 60, 75,
or 100 will be required, and  for- thelawm
waves a No. 25, 30 or 50. .

Concerning the Valves.
The first two valves can be of the H.F.

type, althOugh the second may be an L.F.
valve if one is already on hand.

In the third position a power valve must
be employed. If small volume only is
required, a small power valve can be
utilised in which ease a 9 -volt grid -bits
battery should be sufficient. If, however,
you desire really full loud -speaking, a
super -power valve is necessary to avoid
distortion, and two 9 -volt batteries should
be utilised..

The set can be worked with 2-, 4- or 6 -volt
valves; whatever are used; at least 120 volts
H.T.  should be available. If a super -power
valve is employed, ._batteries 'of the triple -
capacity type are needed.

Operating the Set.
Now we may turn our attention to the

operation of the set. Having connected up
all the batteries, etc., and plugged in the
two tuned coils, we may proceed to find the
correct size reaction coils as follows.

Set the reaction condenser at zero and
give the detector valve about 90 volts H.T.
Now put the switch over to short waves and
plug in one of -the coin already -mentioned
for reaction on the lower waves. Next adjust
the :ELT. until the set can .be: made ta.just
oscillate on any position of the tuning dial.
These -adjustments should be made with the
aerial on the No. 1 terminal. If the set is not
sufficiently selective, try the aerial on A2,
and, if necessary, use a smaller reaction
coil. A further adjustment of H.T. may be
necessary.

Now switch o'ter to the long -wave posi-
tion, and plug in One. of. the long -wave
reaction coils previously mentioned. If the
set oscillates violently use a smaller coil,
but if it will' not- oscillate sufficiently
increase the H.T..bn

This should not be increased more than
.(Continued ni.vt Faye)

CEDNOTE CYLDON'S R
P'HI

DUCES

SYNCIIRATUNE. Bear.
Twin .0005 ... 3716 .0001

-{)005 52/6 -00015 5:6
LOG MIDLINE.

Square ,Law and S.L.F. -00025 ... 7/ -
Condensers, 0005 10/. -0003 8I -

Send. order, pay postman
(we have to charge a little.U Lie extra for this service).

HANDSOME OAK POLISHED
SPEAKER CABINETS 13 x 13 x

NOTE THIS
OFFER -->

12,11 (PT)
Cannot guarantee exact
pattern of front Panel -

but all good designs.

Genuine Ideal
Blue Spot am/.
66K (101) Li/
ADJUSTABLE MODEL
4 POLE BAL ARMATURE

Or
CABINET, 61
GENUINE sJ

BLUE SPOT Post Frce
12 in. BUCKRAM CONE

TRIOTRON UNIT
4 Pole Balanced With Cabinet as

Armaturen f6. Ulf shown above and
12" Cone 2716 Ipr)e

Carr. paid.

TRIOTRON
VALVES

H.F., Det., R.C., 5/2 each;
Power, 619. 2-1% or 4-v.

Post 4d. (10/- Free).

DARIO R A D
MICR0 O-

2 -v. or 4-V. G.P. 5'6
Super Power .. 7;6
Super H.P... 2-v. or

Pos-tg.d.

LISSEN PARTS
ALWAYS IN STOCK.

HUGHES' IDEAL
GENUINE

BLUE SPOT
66K (101)

25/ -
Adjustable 4 Pole

Balanced Armature.

EKCO
UNIT 3 F12
N C with Valve and

ALL EKCO UNITS
STOCKED.

D.C. 31'12 37;6
D.C. 3F12 S.G. 3916

LEADING HOUSE FOR KITS OF PARTS
See weekly Advts. all wireless papers.

--jg. -0005 Ormond & 4" Dial,
P.W. 1 o/off, 1 wave change

switch, -0001 Reaction,
TITAN ONE Wertrite Titan Coil Unit,

sprung valve holder, 001
fixed, 0003 fixed, 2 meg.THE 9E1 POST teak a. and cline.

Choke (foraTnerWel.LOT jj FREE lengths), strip, 8 tenni.
naffs and ebonite panel,

--)11" baseboard.

loodenan Cone Chassis B.T.A.Tone-arm with Pick -
Assembly ... ... ... 16)6 up complete - " ... - ,..." 45/
Squire 37 do. ... ... 15/6 D.X. Auto -Track Tone
Blue Spot do ... ... 12/6 arm 10'
R.I.-Varley Pick up ... 63'- Watmcl Tone -arm ... 7'6

EASY TERMS-
" CLARION "

Screened Grid Three
A Powerful Set for Home and

Continental Stations.
complete with

Amplion Speaker, Power H.T. Battery,
Oldham L.T., 3 Valves (Batteries
enclosed in Cabinet), Aerial Equip-
ment Ready to fix up and' -Use.`

FIRST 20 PAYMENT
and 11 further monthly payments of 20/-
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
This address is at the back 01 Daly's Theatre
Phones : (Gerrard 4637. and 2821
HOURS OF EVERY DAY 9 to 8
BUSINESS SATURDAY 9 to 9

SUN. MORN 11 to 1TRADERS
Send Us Your En9uiries.
DON'T FORGET OUR

OLESA IGOE
DEPT. (27).

OPEN DAILY AS ABOVE
WE STOCK
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
tralsin Ferranti. Gum.
AmpLon, Celestion, lgranie
lAssen M.P-A., Ediswan.
Cosser, Six -Sixty. Colvern,
Cyldon McMichael Watmel,
Lewcos Polar Climax,
Ormond, J.B. Pge. folymet

Lotue
Philips Mallard and all stan-
Sara vorepooents valves. etc.

Lewcos Q Coils
Q A 15'- Q A.NI -
Q-A.R. 21,-Q S.P 21 -

Q.S.G 21 -

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET
Hit of Parts & Valves.

Sfl : 12 : 6.
BOOKLET FRES.

"TITAN" 3 2 '2, 29
P.W.

This Kit of Parts is officially approved by
EDITOR, " Popular Wireless."

*0005 Variable with S.M. Dial (LOTUS, ORMOND
or POLAR), Micro 00002, LISSEN I,.P. 8/6 (ally
other L.F., add balance), Wave -change Switch,.
L.T. do.- "-TITAN " COIL UNIT. 3 Sprung

VARLEY or kEW408 B.F. Clipl e, one
'0002 and two of '0003 fixed, 2 meg. Leak and
Holder, 2' DUBILIER Mansbridge
(or LARSEN). Standard Screen THE LOT
2 H.T. Fuses. Terminal Strip, 1i
Terminals (engraved), Wire, Screws, 7 2'.
Flex, Plugs, and 14 x 7 Grade A
EisoniteTanel. Post Free, U.K. C.O.D. 2/6 extra,

VALVES 2v.
Mallard or Six Sixty

S.0.22/8 Det.1018.
Power 12/8 .

(Pentode 215(.)

OAK CABINETS
14x 7x10, 15/- 201 -
Cheaper Oak,Polished,
10J- (this one with
parts only). Carr. 1'-.

"TITAN" H.F.UNIT
(P.W. 213129.)

-0005 Lotus variable, 3 -pt.
switch, o/o ditto, -00005
P. neut., P.W. Titan coil,
S.M. Dial, sprung V.11.,
0003, .001, 0002 fixed.
2 Alansbridge Condensers,
Igranie 11.F.Choke,61- (add
bal, any oilier), screen, strip

lugs.
spades, screws, pane 9 x

Post Free'law/ a Lot.

CLEARTRUN VALVES
SCREEN GRID

2 colt - - 12/6
Usual types 4/

.C. or Power 6/
Post 3d.

QUOTATIONS
FOR SETS OF PARTS
OVER 25!- IN VALUE
(where possible)

TITAN COILS
15'. TRADE SUPPLIED

S.C. VALVES
MULLARD 226
SIX -SIXTY 22/6
cosscin, 22,6
()SHAM 22/6
MARC 0 NI 22'6
EDISWAN 22 6

MULLARD, SIX -
SIXTY, MARCOUf,

OSRAM, COSSOR,
EDISWAN VALVES

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE
(144 pages). 11- retundsd

on int 10/- order.
Everready, Siemens, LiSs, a
Batteries.

nut:idler K.C. Condon- Squire Cone Outfits. "

sers,FrietionControl, - Bulgin All -wave Tuner 15 6
.0005 & -0003, each 121- British General

.
18/6

Thumb control, ditto 15/6 Wates' 3 in 1 Test
Telsen R a diogran d L.F.12.6 Meter
Telsen Ace L.P. . . 8/6 Lotus Condensers 
Brown ft 0.91 -maker, £3/3d) -0005, 5/9; -0003 5,
Amplion A.C.2, 39/8 Culvert' Master 3 Star

Model for 21/ Dual Coil ... . .... -.-.... 17 6
M.P.A.PopularPlaque Wearite Dual Wave

Speaker 29if Tuner ...... 15, -
Ormond Turn -table for Wearite Standard

Portables 6' 716rms mim ims OM MI Inn NM NM OM 1.2

! SPECIAL COUPON P.W. 13/4/29
 For every 30/- you spend you can bay for Gd. I
I extra one of the Mowing Lots on this coupon only.

'0005 variable, 4" slow-motion dial, 16 -volt Grid
g Bias, Binocular H.F. Choke, '0001 Reaction with E
 Knob; Special Indoor Aerial complete, Set of RI
I Plugs and Sockets (red and black), 2 FuSeditrlders

and Bulbs, 4- or 5 -way L.T. Battery Cord, 103 fl.
best Copper 7/22, 100 ft. Insulated Aerial.

511M1 IMO MIMI 1/=1 //=1 MI 11IM ma a!
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The Rolls-Royce of Radio is the 50 Range

DIX - ONEMETER
The High - Grade Radio Tester

Low Price High Value
Worth £10

Instrument in Case 55/ -
Multipliers each .. 6'6
Complete Radio OutfitZ4 : 10 : 0

LOUD -SPEAKERS. R. K. Cones fitted B.T.H:
Moving Coil, 100 surplus at only 7/6 each. Marconi
Moving Coil Magnet Pots, 6 volt, 20/,

GRAMO. MOTORS. Genuine Panatrope Gramo-

Thone
Motors, run direct off mains supply, fitted

urntable, etc. Few only 45/- each. Worth £4 10s.
CHOKES. Round's Output L.F. Chokes by Marconi,

for feed from power amplifiers. Latest model, 7/6.
CONDENSERS. New Sterling. 2 mfd., genuine

Mansbridge Condensers to 440 volts, at reduced
price of 2/10 only. Capacity Meters 18 ; Wheatstone
Recorders 112: Multi -Micro Galvos. 60/-; Res.
Boxes 17/6; Hydrometers 1/6; Relays 6/6 ; Remote
Switches 15/-: 12 in. Spark Coils 110 ; Weston 60/-;
Micro Ammeters for Grid bias testing, 35/- only.

MISCELLANEOUS. Geared Condenser Dials, 2/- 
Shock Coils. 6/6 and 8/6. Voltmeter, 0-6 v. and
0-120 v., 4/6 only. Loud Speaker Magnets, 1/11
each. H. Batteries, 60 v., 7/6. Gramophone
Pickups, 14/-. Valve Boxes, 3 -cell padded. 1/4.
Double Protractors in Leather Case, 5/-. Instru-
ment Cases, mahogany, with Handle, Lid and Drop
Front. 7 x 8 x 5I in., each 216. Plated Angle
Terminals, 100 CA., ld. each. Marconi T 6 Table
Variable Condensers, 7/6. Mahogany Cases,
with Lid and Ebonite Panel, with 5 Brass Sockets
for H.T. 8 x 4 x 3f in., 2/-. Earth Spikes with
Terminal, 1/2. Tons of other goods unclassified.
Send cash with order plus postage or your
inquiries.

Final Edition of our Surplua Bargains in Radio and
Electrical Goods ready. Send stamped addressed en-

velope for large sate lief.
SAVES RADIO USERS POUNDS.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
Blackfriars Stn., Underground lily. City 0191.

Scott's Latest Production.
A 'LITTLE WONDER'

DUAL RANGE
COIL, wave -length ranges
aoo-boo a 11 d 1000-2000
metres. Retail price 10'6,
which includes a specially
engraved push-pull switch
and full instructions for
fitting smallest, neatest
and most efficient coil on
the market. See report
in this issue.

Trade Supplied.

S.W.SCOTT &Co.
67a, LOTHIAN RD., LONDON, S.W.9.

THE ONLY UNIVERSALLY
STANDARDISED COMPONENT -
IN RADIO I

TYPE Fr 6d
TYPE M' 41,1,

TYPE if 3d

Type B.'

BELLINGLEE
TERMINALS

;1 /. / LTD., Due".,5w,D,
Ponders End, Md.e.
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10 volts, however, and if the set still will
not oscillate use a larger coil and reduce the
H.T. to its original voltage. The set is even
less critical as far as the reaction coil is
concerned on the long waves than it is on
the short, so that no difficulty should be
experienced in finding a suitable coil.

The maximum R.T. must be used on the
H.T. +2 tap, and the set operated as far as
the tuning and reaction condensers are
concerned in a similar manner to any set
with two such controls.

Output Filter Advantageous.
Since one of the objects in view when

designing this receiver- was simplicity, no
device to avoid L.F. oscillation was incor-
porated and no output filter. With reference
to the first, this was found to be entirely
unnecessary in the original set.

If, however, you experience motor -
boating or very bad distortion, or even a
whistle or buzz, you should try the following.
Between H.T. +1 and the H.T. battery
connect an 80,000 or 100,000 -ohm resistance,
and connect 4 mfd. in fixed condensers
across this + tap and H.T. You will
probably find that this resistance makes it
necessary to increase the H.T. to this tap
by about 50 volts,

inunrumumumumumunnunummunnummunnunnati
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The Leading Radio
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An output filter is desirable for the best
quality with any power valve, and although
this set will work well without one, you
should use such a device if at all possible.
Some readers may have a filter connected
up as a separate unit already.

If you have not, a good L.F. choke is
needed,. namely, one with a fairly low D.C.
resistance and which will not saturate
with a current below a -bout 30 milliamperes
at the least. Its inductance should be about
20 or 32 henries.

*

FOR YOUR NOTEBOOK.

When looking for a fault in the set discon-
nect the battery AT THE BATTERY END,
not at the set end, before any tests are made.

*

Cone or moving -coil loud speakers of the
tree edge type which use a soft material to sus-
pend the cone, are rather susceptible to the
Influence of the weather, so that a sudden change
in the weather may necessitate a readjust-
ment.

To test a pair of telephones disconnect them
from the set and place them over the ears.
Hold one of the little metal tags between the
lips and gently rub a key along the other 'phone
tag. If the 'phones are in good order you will
hear a faint but distinct clicking sound in them
corresponding with the rubbing.

"BESTWAY"
WIRELESS

BOOKS
Two new issues of this famous
series are now on sale, contain-
ing full constructional details.

INVALUABLE TO
CONSTRUCTORS

"Bestway" Book No. 328
A Wave -Change One-Valver

A Two -Valve Amplifier
The "Bestway " Wave -Change Three

The "Home -Circle" Four

"Bestway" Book No. 329
An " All -Wave " Two-Valver

A One -Valve Amplifier
A Regional Crystal Set

The " S.G." and Pentode Three

On Sale Everywhere
PRICE 6d. EACH

231:1.
Each

KAY'S CABINETS
This Cabinet soundly constructed of Oat
and equipped with Baseboard Runners.
Jacobont. Ringed Top. Polished rich

an. 36" high. For panels A5/.
up to 18' wide
Also made to accommodate any Popular
Set Quotations for Specials by return.

Illustrated Lists Pre&
N. KAY, Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.15.

'Phone II dt.TI14,11STOW 1626

CLIX-LOX
Adjustable Wander Plug
A Clix-Lox Wander Plug fits
snugly into the socket of any
H.T. Battery by a turn of the
insulator. A further turn and
it is securely locked in posi-
tion. The method of wiring
also ensures a positive grip
and perfect contact.
Specified for the

"7/6 Three Valver"
"Fireside Two"

Write for the Clix Catalogue.
LECTRO LINK Ltd.
254, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.1
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ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE!

The Rate for a one -inch Single
Column Advertisement is 30/ -

Minimum Space accepted :
Half -an -inch . 151 -
Send Remittance with instructions to;

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON E.C.I
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HERE is some-
thing to ap-
peal to the real

enthusiast. As a rule,
wave -meters' are con-
sidered to be rather
outside the scope of
"P.W.," because they
only appeal to a
limited number of
readers, and therefore
it would not be justi-
fiable to give the
necessary amount of
space to giving a
design in detail. - '

However, in this series we haVe the oppor-
tunity to 'preient a complete design in a
very small space indeed, and so we can
include a simple forni of wave -meter which
will enable you to put yoUr. identification
and logging of stations  on a very much
more accurate and certain basis.

Probably not many of our readers realise
what a delightful thing to use a good wave -
meter can be, and so perhaps we had better
start by giving an idea of what can be done
with the aid of even a simple one.

Spotting Stations.
Well, first of all, it enables you to say

good-bye quite definitely and finally to
that lost feeling which is so apt to a ict
even a fairly experienced operator when he
.starts to test a new set. With the aid of the
wave -meter you just fix a few wave-
lengtha on the new dials, and soon find- out
where you are.

Again, once you get your wave -meter
calibrated it means that you can cut out
alr that wearisome bUsiness of identifying
. stations by waiting for them to announce
their names. Instead, you, juSt measure
the wave -length, listen to find'ont. (If pos-
'aible, this is merely a cheek) 'What Jan-
a-nage the announcer speaki; and then turn
up -. World Radio" and see which station
fits the facts. Spotting stations becOmes
quite a quick business this way, and con-
sequently - you can generally identify fat
more of them in th.o course of an evening
with a given set.

11

How It Works.
A wave -meter has a nuMber of other

applications almost as uSetill. .as these,
but what we have said shonkt.,be enough to
prove that it.. is an appliance well *worth
consideration, even if it does involve a
certain outlay to get it going. As a matter
of fact, this expense question, need not be a
very grave objection, because such a meter
as the one we are going to describe can be
made very largely out of odd parts, and the
batteries are ,not expensive ones.

The. one we have chosen for the "White
Print " series is a very simple form of hetero-
dyne wave -meter, that is to say, it is of the
oscillating valve type. In this form
of meter we have a simple single -
valve 'reaction circuit which is ad-
justed to the oscillating condition,
and therefore radiates *weak waves
at the particular wave -length to
which it happens to be tuned. This
radiation will only be quite weak, of
course, since the oscillator is not con-
nected to aerial and earth.

In use the meter is placed some-
where near to the receiving set, and
if a distant station is tuned in and
the meter dial is next turned you

4.-4-0-4--<-4-4--.11-4-4.-+049-0-4.-11.1-0-4-0-0.--00-0-4.9 0-0 *

THE "P.W." " WHITE PRINTS."
A UNIQUE SERVICE FOR OUR READERS.

White Print No. 19 :: :: A Heterodyne Wavemeter.
This week we publish -the nineteenth of our White Prints. This page
may be easily and safely torn out-along- the dotted line overleaf-and
the White Print " filed. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopedic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio
practice. A " White Print " will be published on the last page every week

in " P.W." until further notice.-THE EDITOR.
*

will -presently hear a chirp -just like the bowl
of a distant receiving set being made to
oscillate. If you turn the oscillator (i.e.
wave -meter) dial so that the chirp comes
down to the silent point in the middle, you
will have found the wave -meter reading for
that particular station, and will always be
able to spot it again whenever you happen
to tune it in, even on a new set whose dial
readings you do not know.

Now for some very condensed details of
the actual design illustrated.. The circuit
is a Hartley oscillator, and you require
two centre -tapped coils, a No. 60 for the
lower wave -band (about 250 to 500 metres)
and a No. 250 for the long waves (about 900
or 1,000 or 2,000 metres).

The semi -variable condenser C is of the
screw -down compression type, and adjusts
the amount of reaction. This should be set
so as to make the circuit oscillate freely
over the tuning range, and if possible- so
.that it does not quite break intera squeal' at
the bottom of the dial. (Test by listening on

COMPONENTS

E-2 1 Panel, 7 in. x 7 in. x 1 in.
E 1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 or

10 in. deep.
 1 .0005 mid. variable condenser, with

slow-motion or really good vernier
dial.
NOTE.-A really sound and high -

quality condenser is essential.
 1 .0003 mid. (approx.) semi -variable
= condenser (compression type, capable

of being set and locked).
1 1/003 mfd. grid condenser and 2 meg.

leak.
 1 Valve holder.
 1 H.F. choke.

1 L.T. switch.
 1 coil holder (single).
 Flex, wire, screws, etc.

5111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

a set with the meter close to it, make the
set oscillate, and see if you hear chirps
from the meter at various points around the
'dials. You should be able to place the set
tuning anywhere, make the receiver oscil-

late, turn the wave -
meter dial, and pre-
sently hear a chirp.)

The H.T. consists
of a couple 'of 9 -volt
G.B. units in series,
which will be enough
for most valves. With
some another 9 -volt
unit marbe:iieeded,
but the '18 'volts
specified will gener-
ally be sufficient. The
L.T. is provided by
a small 2 -volt accu
inulator, also en-

-closed in the cabinet (remember to have this
battery charged at intervals, it has a rather
idle and unhealthy life otherwise).

The valve can be almost any 2-volter
except a super power, H.F. and general
purpose or L.F. types being preferable as a
rule. Remember that when the valve dies you
ose your calibration, so be carefull with it.

It is not a bad scheme to calibrate
meter with two different valves, and k
one of them by as a spare.

Calibrating the Meter.
Calibration is rather a large subject,

but we will just give a brief outline of the
general method of carrying out this work,

'in the absence of a properly calibrated
master wave -meter.

Those of you who undertake the con-
struction of an instrument such as this will
have had sufficient experience to be able
to identify with certainty, say, half a dOzen
stations on the medium broadcast wave-
band.

Well, then, let us suppose' that 2 L
_is One -station, 5 G B another, and that
between these two wave -lengths you are
able to tune in four known transMissions:

Obtain a piece of squared graph paper
and mark off wave -lengths hi mitres along
the vertical axis and wave -meter dial read-
ings along the horizontal axis. -..-You, will
thus be able to plot a graPh of dial felt:dings
against wave -lengths, within the EMUs you
choose. Naturally, you will commence your
wave -lengths at about 250* nietrei alidfinish
at 500. Your dial readingS'Will b.C4-100 or
0-180, depending upon tht.LN-1.-RAdial yivu
have. Now tune in, saY",'2L Cr on yo ir set,
and during an interval in 'the programme
adjust the wave -meter to the silent point,

- as described previously. This will give you
one setting upon your wave -meter- dial and
can 'be Used for a calibration point on the
graph.

Look up the wave4ength of the station
in the . Radio Times " or " World Radio "
and Anake4 cross or dot on the squared
paper otipOsite the wave -length on he
vertical his and the dial reading aloe
horiiontafaXis. Carry out the same pro-
cedure with "fi 13 and four or five der

transmissions.
H.FC.

X9/8.

The 'greater . the number
bration points' you can obtai he
more accurate will be your chart.
Choose one 'point near your maxi-
mum and another point near your
minimum wave=lengths.

Then, having plotted the points on
the graph paper, draw through them
a line or curve. You will now have
a chart from which it will be possible
for you to obtain the identity of any
unknown station which comes within
the limits of your meter.
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You, too, will make a dash for the nearest
shop that sells Mullard Pentone and Screened
Grid valves directly you hear them.
There's no getting away from it, Mullard Pentone and
Screened Grid valves are far and away ahead of any others.
Mullard have put theory into practice and added some°
thing on their own account, with the result that these new
Mullard valves give immensely superior results.
The best brains, the best machinery, the best methods
have gone to the perfection of Mullard Pentone and
Screened Grid Valves. Months have been spent in testing
and counter -testing them in the most Modern radio research
laboratories in the world. Now, with the utmost confidence,
we place them at the disposal of the public, stamped with the
name MULLARD - the name that is a gilt-edged guarantee
of radio perfection.
In short, Mullard P.M. Pentone and Screened Grid Valves
are the radio valves of the future that you can buy NOW !

Mullard
THE  MASTER. - VALVE

Advert The Mallard Wireless Serzice Co., Ltd., Mallard House,
Denmark Street, London, Y .C.2.
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TIW ruathout
Gramophone tte

Re c4t

Compound tof
MASS

SUSPEN-
SION

GRAMO-
PHONE
PICK-UP
£3.31 0

-DUPLEX WIRE-
° UN D KCIDESISTANCES

Prices, complete with
Univerial Holder

5 6 to 17'6

GRAMOPHONE
AUTOMATIC
PICK-UP ARM
L1.15.0

IT would be difficult to -find a greater source
of real'enjoyment than good Gramophone

Electrical Reproduction. It is realisM itself, so
truly does it reproduce music, song and speech
alike.  You can coteniand the best music, the
highest paid 'artists, and you are not at the
mercy of bad programmes. ,

-

"Such wta the popularity of Gramophone
Electrical _Reproduction, that in response to
the rapidly growing demand, hastily executed - BI -DUPLEX_ WIRE-
designs,failed to give satisfaction and resulted WOUND RESISTANCE
in obscuring its real beauty. CAPACITY COUPLER.

Not_ so in the case of R.I., & Varlet'.  TypeA, Li .Type C, 17 3
, Every component in our Gramophone Ampli- - Type D, 76/. 
- fier' is the outcome of months of intensive

research, and one and "all combine to make
good electrical reproduction . worthy of
good 'electrical recording. If. you prefer it,
we can help you to build your own Amplifier

. components: fainOus , not - only 'in- the
British Isles but in many parts of. the ;Globe.

STRAIGHT Our Compound Mass Suspension Pick-up
LINE and Automatic Pick=up A'rm- add:"the final

SUPER touch of 'perfection to Gramophone Electrical
.

TRANSFOR- Reproduction.'
-

MER - Sections A, C D of our CoNlogne (free on
application) gire' particulars of theseLt. 5.0 products.

THE, 13 T T R
Kim!sw.ty Ilousef103, Ezn!,,szv.iy, L.012.i0n, IV .C.2. Telephone flolhoru 5303.

RESISTANCE
CAPACITY'

COUPLER

ANTI-MOBO
9/6

RADIO
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